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First Inning
First half New York: The first
pitch was a balL Devore singled to
center, after having three balls and
two strikes called on him. Doyle flied
to Speaker. It was an attempt at the
hit and run play. Devore was out
stealing, Carri3n to Wagner. Devore
was stopped six feet from the bag.
Snodgrass out on a fly to Speaker. N
'
runs ,one hit, no errors.
,
Second half -- Boston: Hooper filed
to Fletcher. Marouard had goo-- speed
curve.
Yerkes
and a
c cs out cn strikes. The crowd cheered Speaker as be came to the plate
Speaker out, Doyle to .Me Kle. No
nns, no hits, nJ errors.
Second Inning
Murray-madFirst half New York:'
'a two base hit to right center.
Merkle sacrificed and was out, O'Brien to Stahl, Murray taking third.
Murray scored on Herzog's sacrifice
fly to Hooper whose throw to the
plate failed to catoh Murray. Meyers
was out, Gardner to Stahl. One run,
g

Game is Remarkably Free From Errors,
Prettiest Exhibition of The Serries
EACH TEAII GATHERS TOTALOF SEVEN HITS
Opposing Slab Artists Showed Wonderful Form, The Gothamite
Being a Little the More Steady Rival Clubs Each Now flave
An Equal Standing and the Fight For First Place Is Expected To Be a Hot One Crowd Today Not so
Tomorrow's
Large as That of Yesterday
Game Will Be Played in New York;
the clouds that had threatened rain
all the morning, The smart showers
during the night had little effect on
the infield.
The Bostons were the first on the
field for batting practice. The Giants
came on the field soon after the American leaguers.
Reports that several players of both
teams would Insist that the team
members share, not only in the receipts of yesterday's tie contest, but
in the next three games as well, including the New York game last Tuesday, making five games in all,
were scouted by members of the National commission.
Secretary John
Heydler said that the players would
share only in the first four games of
the series and that yesterday's con
test, though a tie, would count as onl
of the regular games. A rule to covwas
er the question of the games
drafted some time ago by the Nation-

HOW THE TEAMS STAND.
Won Lost Pet.
.500
1
1
Boston
1
.500
1
New York
The Scores to Date.
4;
Boston,
First, game:
New York, 3,
Second game: Boston, 6;
New York, 6.
Third
game; Boston, 1;
New York, 2.
The Financial Side. ,
The national commission fi- .

.

ures lor today's game:
Total
attendance, 34,624;
total receipts, 63,142; national,
commission's share, ?G,314.20;
player's share, J34.096.68; each
club's share, $ll,365.b6.
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Fenway Park, Boston, Oct. 10. The
New York Nationals defeated the Boston Red Sox by a score of 2 to 1 today, making the world's series contest so far stand: Boston, one game
won, and New York, one game won,

and one tie contest.
It was a pitcher's battel today in
which the left hander, Marquard, held
the home club helpless until the last
Inning when they grabbed a run on
sharp hitting by Lewis and Gardner.
An eiTor of a thrown ball put a man
on second and third for Boston, but
Devore, by a- nice running catch off
Cady's bat, saved the day for. the
Giants. The New York's hitting was
fielded
timely and effective. Boston
"
'

"

thousand' spectators passed
through the turnstiles of Fenway park
today to watch the Boston American
league champions engage in the third
contest with the New York Nationals
for the world's championship.
Stands not Crowded
its
Ali Boston paused to catch
breath. A reaction from the exhaustIning excitement of yesterday's 11
was
inevitable,
ning struggle
Sox owners said, and pointed to many
empty seats in the outfield stands as
an evidence of this reaction.
The playing of a game today instead of tomorrow made it impossible for hundreds, unable to adjust
their business engagements on short
notice, to attend. The reserved seats
were well filled. , Some ardent' fans
waited up all night for the gates to
A warm sun and a gentle
open.
northerly breeze at noon disipelled
Twenty

the-Re-

al commission.
New Records are Set
The two world's' series Raines ihis
year have set new total records. Although the attendance nt the yame in
New York foil 3,000 short of lie fig
ures for last year's opening game 1,"
the same city, the total !'or the two
games of the present series tv 7,311
greater than for last year's' first two
contests. Last year' 64,567 persons
saw the first two games.
Marquard in he Box
It was announced lhat the batteries
for New York would ye Marquart and
Meyers; for Boston, O'Brien and
Umpire Kws xrent. i hmd tbe
bat; Klem made 'he base decisions;
Rigler went to right field and
went to left field.
The great bulk of the crowd camf
late. The "Royal Rooters' led by a
brass band, playing "Tessie," the battle song of the famous
serios of 1903, marched across
the field and took their seats in stands
behind left field.
Speaker is Lame
When the Red Sox went out for field
practice the home club fans Rroaned
when the ynoliced that Tris Speaker,
tbe Boston heavy hitter, limped per-- '
ceptibly.
Speaker wrenched his ankle sliding to first base in the third
inning yesterday. The two teams put
up a fast fielding practice and the
stops and throws of the players were
An automobile wal
loudly cheered.
presented to Speaker for being the
most, valuable player to his team of
any player In the American league.
The game In detail follows:'
;
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GEORGE HAS ROAD TRIP HARD TELEGRAMS VERE "INCONSISTENCY"
'

FAITH IN MEN

ON GOVERNOR
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Showers; Colder To
night and Friday;

. VOL., XXXIII.
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one hit, no errors.
Second half Boston: Lewis singled to center. Marquard tried to
catch Lewis off first and the crowd
cried balk, but it was not allowed by
the umpire. Gardner sacrificed, Her-zo- g
to Merkle, Lewis taking second.
Stahl was out on a high fly to Murray. Wagner struck out. No runs,
one hit, no errors.
Third Inning
First half New York: Fletcher
walked.
O'Brien was unsteady and
could not control his moist ball. Marquard sacrificed, O'Brien to Stahl. Devore fanned. Doyle lined to Stahl. A
foot either way and it would have been
a hit. No runs, no hits, no errors.
Second
half Boston:
Carrlgan
sent up a high foul which Meyers
caught O'Brien struck out. He was
to gauge Marqnard's fast
unable
curves. Hooper also struck out and
the crowd gave Marquard a cheer as
he went to the Giants' bench. No
runs, no hits, no errors.
Fourth Inning
First half New York: Snodgrass
out, Yerkes to Stahl. The crowd gave
Mirray 1 Kreat hand as he came to
the plate. He was out, O'Brien to
Stahl, on a bunt. Merk e was another
victim via the O'Brien-Stah- l
route,
Merkle's
O'Brien fielding
puzzl'ng
No runs, no h'ts,
grounder cleverly.
no errors.
Second half Boston: Yerkes popped to Fletcrer. The crov.d laughed
as the O iitw' outfielders batAed out to
the feace
s'pe?.lrer canio to, the
He
.!v !eft.
sl'i?
plate. 30
ran with a limp to first' base. The
crowd kept
continually to
rattle Marquard. Speaker was forced
at second when Herzog tuck Lewis'
grounder and threw to Doyle. GardNo runs, one
ner filed to Murray.
.
bit, no errors.
Fifth "nnlng
First half Now York: Herwg put
a hit for. two bases down the left
field- line.
Meyers went out, O'Brien
to Stahl, HersoR taking third. Hev-zoscored an Fletcher's
single to
'
Fletcher stole second, Carrl
right.
gan' threw a little low. Marquard
walked as O'Brien became unsteady
over the New York's hitting. Bedient
began to warm up for Boston. Marquard was forced at second, when Wagner took Devore's bounder and tossed
It to Yerkes. Fletcher took third on
the play. Devore stole second. Fletcher took third on the play. Devore
stole second. Fletcher was held at
third. Doyle was purposely passed to
first and the bases were filled with
two out. With three balls and two
strikes called on Snodgrass the crowd
was in a ferment) of excitement. Snodgrass flied to Lewis and the suspense
One run, two
was over for Boston.
hits, no errors;
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SPEECH TODAY HE
PRESSES CONFIDENCE IN
THEIR LOYALTY.

A

EX-

ALBANIAN VILLAGES BURNED

ARRIVES IN
TIRED

DESTROYED

...DEFEND

NAME;

EVIDENCE

TO THAT EFFECT
BROUGHT OUT AT DYNAMITERS' TRIAL. ,

CHICAGO HOARSE,
ABOUT
"ALL IN."
AND

UNEXPECTED

IS HIS MIDDLE

DY

"CLEAN HOUSTSAIO

RECEPTIONS

IS

THIS, IN EFFECT, IS THE WAY
ROOSEVELT CHARACTERIZES WILSON.

CLANCY

NOT FAITHFUL

TO

FLATFCI

"

ATROCITIES ARE BEGINNING
APPEAR IN THE BALKAN

LABOR LEADER WISHED PAPERS
DESTROYED WHEN TIMES
WAS BLOWN UP.

TO ON HIS TRAVELS CANDIDATE WAS
CALLED ON TO SPEAK WHEN

WAR.

UNPREPARED

POWERS TO INTERVENE

SOON

DON'T

IT IS REPORTED THEY WILL NOT HE
ALLOW HOSTILITIES TO
CONTINUE.
Athens, Greece, Oct. 10. Great en
thusiasm has been aroused throughout
Greece by a speech made by King
George to several thousand people
who assembled at the palace to wel
come him" on his return to the capitol
last night. His majesty said:
"I have full confidence in the gov
ernment which has given so many
proofs of its patriotism."
At the conclusion of the speech a
great shout of "Long live the king,
long live Greece, hurrah for the war
was raised by the gathering, among
which were members of the cabinet
fand of the Holy Synod and a number
was
Of
A procession
diplomats.
formed and muicbed through the city.
,

CARE

JO

HEAR

MANAGERS

HIM

GMT

THE CROWDS ONLY TELL WHAT THEY KNOW OF MESSAGES GOING THROUGH
DEMAND A CHANCE TO
'
THEIR OFFICES.
LOOK AT HIM.

Chicago, Oct. 10.

Tired and hoarse,
Wilspn reached
Chicago at 10 o'clock today. , His voice
is almost gone and the governor
feared that he would be able to do no
more than greet the crowds at some
places where speeches had been sched
uled.
Speeches were Inserted by local
committees and trains stopped sometimes without giving the governor any
advance Information, so that he was
compelled to appear. The governor
said today this probably would be the
last big trip of the campaign.
"They don't want to hear me epaak
they just want to see'me, ' mid the
go vernor tedaj f - '' .

Indianapolis,

Oct. 10.

Managers

of

telegraph offices at Spokane, Seattle,
Portland and San Francisco testified
at the "dynamite conspiracy" trial today that telegrams sought by the government had been destroyed. S. B.
Coggins of San Francisco was asked
to produce a telegram reading: "Clean
house," sent by Eugene A. Clancy
from Boston to 27 Excelsior avenue,
San Francisco.
.
Coggins said the telegram filaa bad
been destroyed.
The government charges that, on
reading of the loss of life at the Los
Angeles Times disaster, Clancy, th en
on a visit to Boston, decided
de
stroy certain evidence relative it o var
ious Pacific coast explosions arid that
he sent a "clean house" message both
to his hotel and to his labor headquar
ters.
The other telegrams sought, the
government attorneys stated, were
between Olaf A. Tveitmoe, San Francisco, and J. B. McNamara before the
latter went to Los Angeles.

HARMON ON THE COAST.
San Francisco, Oct. 10. Governor
Judson Harmon of Ohio was scheduled
today to take possession formally of
the site selected for the Ohio state
interbuilding at the Panama-Pacifi- c
national exposition In 1915. The formal program of the day began, with a
luncheon to the governor, his staff and
the Ohio exposition commissioners, a
luncheon being tendered Mrs. Harmon
at the same time. United States inPowers May Stop the War.
Constantinople, Oct. 10. More ener- fantry were to be paraded. After the
getic Intervention by the powers in review, the formal acceptance of the
order to prevent the outbreak of hos- Ohio building site at Harbor View
tilities on the part of Bulgaria, Servia was scheduled. The day's program
and Greece and to bring about a ces- was to conclude with a reception at LITTLE OPPOSITION IS MADE TO
THIS MOVE BY THE
sation of the war with Montenegro, is 9 o'clock tonight
STRIKERS.
said to be contemplated today.
COLLISION KILLS ENGINEER.
Shots are reported to have been exBingham, Utah, Oct. 10. The Utah
Chicago Junction, Ohio, Oct. 10.
changed today between the Turkish
and Bulgarian troops occupying ad- Engineer Ranahan of Garrett, Ind., Copper company, which has been Idle
was killed and Fireman Leeland of the since the beginning of the miners'
vanced posts on the
same place, was fatally Injured in stTike three weeks ago, started work
frontier at Timeruos and Klissura.
the collision here today of Baltimore this morning and probably will put
& Ohio passenger train No. 14 and a its steam shovels into commission
Vancouver Greeks Raise Fund.
Vancouver,, B. C, Oct. 10. At a tre- string of freight cars left on the main this afternoon. Fighting was reported
mendous meeting of the Greek colony track. Five mail clerks were hurt, at the Utah Consolidated, which rehere last night, more than $14,000 for none fatally. None of the passengers sumed operations yesterday. The patrol of deputy sheriffs has been exthe purpose of aiding in the war was Injured.
tended throughout the district. Large
against Turkey was raised and will be
parties of men believed to be strikeforwarded to the New York headquarNO CHICAGO GAME.
ters. Pledges of larger amounts, if
Chicago, Oct. 10. The second game breakers arrived this morning.
Most of the men put to work were
of the series for the city championnecessary, were given.
strikebreakers
brought in from Sa't
sched
and
Cubs
between
the
Sox,
ship
Lake
City
early
today In box cars.
was
declared
uled for this afternoon,
They number 100, mostly Greeks. The
JURY TO TRY BECKER off on account of rain.
Albanian Villages Burned.
Vienna, Oct. 10. Many Albanian villages to the north of the Boyana river are in flames, according to a dispatch to the Neue Freie Presse from
Cattaro. Many fugitives, including
wounded men, have arrived at Scutari. Somo peasants who fled to the
frontier posts at Scamsi were slain by
Montenegrins.
.

WORK IS RESUMED

IN BINGHAM MINES

'

Turco-Bulgari-

a

IS SECURED TODAY
HEARING OF MAN ACCUSED OF
MURDER WILL PROCEED
RAPIDLY
--

New York, Oct. 10. The jury which
Lieutenant Charles
will try Police
Becker, charged with the murder of
Herman Rosenthal, was completed today. The twelfth man was the eighth
talesman of the second panel.

TOJKILD LAEOR

THE

PROGRESSIVE
CANDIDATE
POINTS OUT OPPONENT'S
FAULTS.

Superior, Wis., Oct. 10. "I probaoly
shouldn't make the reference to Mr.
Wilson that I am going to make," said
Colonel Roosevelt here today, "if he
hadn't attacked me. But when anybody attacks me he might as well understand that I won't taka It lying
down. I am a man of peaceful disposition but I think I am ada to defend
myself,"
Colonel Roosevelt stopped for an
hour in Superior this morning on his
way to Minnesota. Hq called attention In his speech here to. what he
said were Inconsistencies la Governor
Wilson's position.
j
"Mr. Wilson," he said.
s attacked
the proposed federal le
don to pro- hibit child labor In very strong language, which is to bo found in the
North American Review, .Volume 187.
He here denounced as mlschevious the
effort for the regulation of labor in
mills and factories by the, federal government.
"The democratic platform In one
plank takes this same position. Mr.
Wilson's own statement as to the in
terstate commerce law and child labor
is absolutely Incompatible with his
position in standing upon the democratic platform with its plank about
interstate commerce.

PROGRESSIVES

OPPOSED

IN STATE OF GSSOUHI
REPUBLICANS
TRY
TO KEEP
THEIR TICKET OFF THE
BALLOT.
-

Jefferson City, Mo., Oct. 0 The re
publican state committee filed a peti
tion in the state circuit court today
to enjoin the secretary of state from
printing on the official ballot the pro-

gressive party's presidential electors.
The attorney general appeared for the
secretary of state and agreed to an
immediate hearing before Judge Wur
deman of the St. Louis county circuit
who is sitting in the case of
court
fighting reported at the Utah Consol- the state committee's suit to
enjoin
to
be
out
not
turn
idated did
serious.
the printing of the progressive stato
STEEL ORDERS INCREASE.
with
A, number of strikers
clashed
New York, Oct. 10. The unfilled
ticket.
deputy sheriffs, but were driven away
tonnage of the United States Steel without much trouble.
corporation on September 30 totals
When the trainmen applied for their
tons, an increase of
6,551,507
at the Utah Copper company oftime
WILL TRY TO FOOL
tons over August.
fice this morning they were told to
put on their work clothes. A number
of them declined, but others reported
THE PARIS FANS
LABOR LEADERS
for duty. As quickly as the strikers
diswere
gathered In crowds they
persed by deputies. All morning they
STAY IN JAIL howled
PIT
WOULD
FLYNN
and jeered the strike breakers CURLEY
AGAINST JOHNSON IN THE
at work In the pit. No shooting has
3SS,-,23- 9

,

occurred.
IN ST. JOE.
Mo., Oct. 10.

PARTY.

TESTIMONY IN REGARD

SAYS

Governor Woodrpw

ADVANCES DOCTRINES AT VARIANCE wTTH HIS OWN

FRENCH CAPITAL.

BOXING

JUDGE REFUSES BOND TO ETTOR
Freddie
St. Joseph,
AND GIOVANiTTI IN SALEM,
Daniels of St. Joseph and Billy WagMASSACHUSETTS.
ner of Chicago will box 15 rounds here
tonight before the Business Mens' AthSalem, Mass., Oct. 10. Judge Josletic club. The boys will weigh in to- eph F. Qulnn of the superior court today at 3 o'clock at 133 pounds.
day declined 'o order the roleiisie on
ball of Joseph J. Ettor, Arut'i'o
and Joseph Caruso, wh'Vio
BALL GAME POSTPONED.
trial on charges c. being rea?.oalM
Denver, Oct. 10. Minneapolis-Denve- r
baseball game postponed on ac- for the alleged murder of Anna Levi:
count of rain. Next game will occur zo, a Lawrence mill worker, is pending in his court.
Saturday.

BRYAN IN NEBRASKA.
Fargo, N. D., Oct. 10. William J.
Bryan arrived here this morning after
spending all of yesterday in southern
and central North Dakota,
making
speeches in behalf of the democratic

national ticket. He addressed a large
crowd of women on the high cost of
living. In the afternoon he was to
hold an open air meeting in the public
park. Tonight Mr. Bryan will speak
in Qrand Forks;

Chicago,

Oct.

10.

Another

title

clash between Jack Johnson, heavyand Jim
weight champion pugilist,
Flynn. is being arranged, it was reported here last night. Jack Curley
and Johnson were In conference during the day and the champion is said
to have been told that another 30,W0
will be posted for a fight m Paris.
Johnson asserted his willingness to
give Flynn another chance, but insisted on a large side bet.
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TELLS TROUBLES

DEVISE

Lady la Gocdwater Describes tier
Distressing, Experience tnd
Tells How She Wis
Finally Relieved.

FflETHODS
EFFORT WILL BE MADE TO MAKE
POSSIBLE HANDLING LOW
GRADE ORE.
Spokane,, Wash., Oct. 10. One of
the most important BubjectsV) be considered at the meeting of the American Mining congress, which will be
held In this city November
will
he that of the proposed metallurgical
Investigations to be carried on by the
federal bureau of mines.
In almost every mining district in
the United States there are large deposits of ore carrying a number of
valuable metals, but not enough of any
one metal to pay the cOBt of extraction
by any known method.
That cheap methods of extracting
these metals can be devised, If metal
lurgical investigations are carried far
enough, is the belief of every metallurgist who has given the subject any
consideration.
The time and expense necessary to
carry these investigations to a success
ful issue practically places the subject
beyond the reach of the individual,
while if such a method should be devised by an individual or corporation,
the results would not be available to
the small mine owner because of the
royalty which would be extracted for
the use of the method.
The American Mining congress, recognizing these facts, early began a
campaign to have the government car
ry on such metallurgical investigations
as would lead to this desirable result
The first step was in securing the
creation of a bureau of mines, through
which the work could be carried on.
Two years ago the Bureau of mines
was created; but in its passage
through congress, the bill creating the
bureau was so amended as to virtually
limit the work of the bureau to the
coal mining Industry.
During the past session of con
gress, a bill was introduced, broaden
ing the scope of the breau, thus mak
ing it possible to extend the work into
the field of metal mining, while the
secretary of the interior was induced
to ask for an appropriation of flOO,- 000 to be used by the bureau of metal
lurgical investigation.
The first bill is now upon the sen
ate calends" fer third reading and as
no opposituv3nas developed, it is be
lieved that it will pass the senate in
the early days of the coming session.
The appropriation of $100,000, asked
for by the secretary of the interior
was lost in the house by a tie vote, but
was put hack In the bill by a senate
amendment, and finally during the
last days of the past session, the conference committee compromised upon
an appropriation of $50,000, and it
was passed.
It is hoped that the work done under
this and such other appropriations as
secured
for this
may he hereafter
work will be bo serviceable to the
metalliferous mining industry of the
25-2-

;

-

SHE SUFFERED

TEHMOHTIIS

Ooodwater, Mo. ''Ever since I was
a little girl," says Mrs. Riley Laramore,
"I was a great sufferer from dyspepsia.
I suffered misery after eating, and had
terrible heartburn.
1
.
thought I had to suffer this way as
long as I lived, but when I began to take
in small
Thedford's
doses, every night, the heartburn was all
gone in a few days, and 1 could eat
without distress.
1 took two small
packages in all, and
although that was some time ago, the
dyspepsia has not returned.
I speak a good word lor Thedford's
whenever I hav the opBlack-Draug-

Black-Draug-

ht,

ht

portunity."

If eating causes distress, we urge you
to try Thedford's
It
cleanses the system, helps the stomach to
digest its food, regulates the bowels, and
stimulates the liver.
It acts gently and is without bad aftereffects. Try it. Price 25c.
Black-Draug-

west that pre bodies now unavailable
may be treated with profit and that
an impetus will be given the mining
industry similar to that which fol
lowed the investigation of the agricul
tural department in the field of agri
culture.

Restoration to Health by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

"I

feel it my duty to
Elliston, Va.
what Lydia .E.
express my thanks for
T)-

I

1

ble Compound has
done for me. I was'
a sufferer from female troubles and
had been confined in
bed over one third of

my

time for ten

months. I could not
do my housework
and had fainting
spells so that my husband could not leave
me alone for five minutes at a time.
"Now I have been restored to health
and it has come from taking Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. Whenever I see a suffering woman I want to
tell her what this medicine has done
for me and I will always speak a good
word for it." Mrs. Robert
Elliston, Va., Montgomery Co.
Blank-ENSHI-

P,

Illl

TWO BAD

PRISONERS
RATON SHERIFF'S
DISAPPEAR
ANCE CAUSES ANXIETY; FINALLY HE SHOWS UP

Trinidad, Colo., Oct. 10. A broken
automobile axle caused the friends aud
family of sheriff Hixenbaugh of Eaton, 18 hours of nervous anxiety, aud
the anxiety was not relieved until an
early hour this morning when the
Colfax county officer reached the Gate
City with two prisoners who had been
turned over to, him In Trinidad yes
terday. All night the friends of the
sheriff were a prey of the fear that
he had been overpowered and murder- ered by the prisoners or perhaps dash
ed to death over the high cliffs cf
the scenic highway.
Sheriff Hixenbaugh
aud Deputy
Sheriff Corbfn of Raton, came here
yesterday to take into custody James
Altmiller, who was arrested here Monday night on the charge of having
snatched a $20 bill from the Santa Fe
ticket agent at Raton. With Altmiller
and another man said to he wanted in
Raton, the sheriff and Corbin started
hack in an automobile about 3 o'clock.
The party did not arrive last night
and the wife of the sheriff became
anxious.
Last night the chief topic
of conversation
streets of Ra
ton was the strange circumstance of
the
of the sheriff.
Early thla morning Ira Duck
worth, W. D. Cushner, James Park
and F. E. Van Duzen, friends of Hixenbaugh secured an automobile and
set out to find Hixenbaugh, Corbin
and the prisoners. No trace of the
party was found along the way and
the searching party arrived h re
shortly after 8 o'clock. They reported
that they had seen nothing of the Raton sheriff and the anxiety was aug
mented.
In the meantime, however
baugh and the prisoners had arrived
at- Raton safely.
The caause of the
delay was a broken axle which put the
car out of commission near Morley late
yesterday. After working on the car
all night the party went to the ranch
house of Colonel Ownbey for breakfast and were there when the search
ing party came over the hill.
on-th-

non-arriv-

REGAINS

HIS

SIGHT

SLOWLY
NOTED ARCHAEOLOGIST RETURNS
FROM TRIP TO THE JEMEZ
COUNTRY.
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 10. After
being totally blind for fifteen months,
Charles F. Lummis of Los Angeles,
noted archaeologist, author and Indian
authority, is slowly recovering his eyesight. Mr. Lummis and son, Quimu,
returned late yesterday afternoon from
Amoxiumqua, a prehistoric ruin 17
miles from Jemez Pueblo, the lattet
being some 90 miles north of Albuquerque.
Mr. Lummis was a happy man to
day, as he walked about the town
without a guide. Although his eyes
are still closely bandaged, Mr. 'Lum
mis is enabled to peer out from be
neath the folds of the bandage and
distinguish objects at close range.

The noted archaeologist attributes
the partial recovery of his eyesight to
the high and dry air of New Mexico.
"This New Mexico - country just
stewed the Guatamalan fever out of
my eyes and drove away the blind
ness," said Mr. Lummis today. Fif
teen months ago, while excavating in
ruins in Guatamala, Mr. Lummis was
Guatemalan fever,
stricken with
which left him totally blind. He now
Entertains high hopes that he will en
tirely recover his eyesight before
many months and that he will be en
abled to return to South American
countries and continue his research
work.

Mrs. Clankenship Tells of Her

HIXFIBAUGHLOSI

The Amoxiumqua ruin, near Jemcz
according to Mr. Lummis, is a most
interesting place. The pueblo, when
inhabited, contained about 2,000 In
dians. The pueblo was built on seven
acres of ground, two and three story
houses being scattered all over the
place, beautified by seven plazas or
parks.
"Our reconnaisance of the Amox
iumqua rein will add to our knowl
edge of prehistoric culture," said Mr.
Lummis today. "We discovered extraordinary burial methods and develop
ments in pottery which will throw
llgth on many things heretofore obscure. The research and excavation
proved wonderfully interesting."
Mr. Lummis was assisted in the
work by T. H. Parkhurst and Mr.
Bradford, of the New Mexico Archaeological society, for which organiza
tion the research was undertaken, and
to which society a report of findings
will be made. Quimu, the 12 year old
son of Mr. Lummis, was a member of
the party and was camp cook, camp
bosB and trail finder.
Quimu, a close
to nature liver, went barefoot in the
Jemez mountains and also went barefoot while in the city last night and
this morning. The lad wears no hat,
head being protected by a wealth of
blonde Hair. Mr. Lummis and Quimu
left today for Santa Fe. They will re
turn to Los-- Angeles within a (ew
days, the City of Angels' being the
Lummis home.
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Every, woman's heart responds to
the charm and sweetness of a baby's
voice, because nature intended her for
But even the loving
motherhood.
nature of a mother shrinks from the
ordeal because such a time is usually
a period of suffering and danger.
Women who use Mother's Friend are
saved much discomfort, and suffering,
and their systems, being thoroughly
prepared by this great remedy, are
In a healthy condition to meet tha
time with the least possible suffering
and danger. Mother's Friend la
recommended only for the relief and
comfort of expectant mothers; it Is in
no sense a remedy for various ills,
but Its many years of success, and
the thousands of endorsements received from women who have used it
are a guarantee of the benefit to be
This remedy
derived from its use.
does not accomplish wonders but simply assists nature to perfect its work.
Mother's Friend allays nausea, pro
vents camug vi.

strong,
healthy
motherhood. Mother's Friend Is sold

at drug stores. Write for our free
book for expectant mothers.

Style (hat lasts
as salt is in
Good style is as necessary in your fall suit
food.

laboring and
service and lastgood materials are absolutely necessary to 'nsure
ing satisfaction.
Good style appeals to good
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ownership, will entitle
the shipper either to a rebate of toe
original charge1 or free return of the
shipment over the same lines, depend
ing upon the rulings of the railroad
involved. These various
companies
rulings contain a great many excep
tions, but in practically every case
where an exhibit Is eligible for entry
in the exposition of
pro
ducts the shipper may reel assured
that the Tound trip charges will he
tariff, the
equivalent to the
from Leth
property to be shipped
bridge Alberta, within 10 days after
the close of the exposition; and the
return journey, where free to be at
the owner's risk.
Exhibitors snould he sure to prepay
all freight charges on the going trip,
kep their way bills or freight receipts
and secure a certificate of exhibition
from the superintendent of exhibits
Complete instructions in detail will
be sent intending exhibitors upon re
quest to John T. Burns, executive sec
retary, 3060 Lethbridge, Alta. Special
railway fares are also obtainable to
exhibitors on securing a certificate
therefor of the secretary of the Inter
national
congress.
d

one-wa-

y
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EXHIBITS

The manProduct
exposition, to be held in Lethbridge
October
next, has arranged for a
special freight rate, on all exhibits,
and the regulations governing the
same should be known to every intending exhibitor before he ships his
10

d

19-2- 6

exhibit.

In substance the regulations state
that on exhibits from points in the
United States west of the Missouri
river and all points in Canada 'there
will be effective a freight rate of the
one way tariff for the round trip. The
detail of the working out of this plan
varies wjUn the different railroads,
but in every case full
tariff
must be paid in advance and a certificate secured from the superintendent
of the exposition that the shipment is
on exhibition. This certificate, accompanied by the original expense bill or
freight receipt, the property not- hav
one-wa-
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GROWS BEAUTIFUL,
WE PROVE

sense
They appeal not only to good taste but also the good
of every woman. They represent the brt value at moderate price-

-

austyles are the best that Paris create. They are
thentic. The Wooltex suit or coat you buy today will be in a style
distinctive now, and still popular next year.
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Wooltex tailoring is

great organization of

of a

the-produ-

expert designers and tailors.
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No. 668
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Wooltex fabrics

You cannot buy better coats, suits and skirts than Wooltex
not even if you get them from the exclusive custom tailors.

graceful lines and distinctive character of this
charming; Wooltex coat

for the woman who

are pure wool without a thread of cotton

in them.

Note the

New fall Wooltex Coats

pre-

$15 to $55
$22.50 to $45
$7.50 to $15

fall Wooltex Suits
New fall Wooltex Skirt3

,New

fers simplicity to ostentation. Cut on smart
lines, the coat has snug
fitting revers and a flat

Newspaper advertising or window display cannot do full
justice to the excellence of our complete stocks. Come in and see
for yourself.

panel back. The material is of black kersey.
--

The price $25.00 is astonishingly low for such

E. Rosen wald & Son

character and goodness.

The Store That Sells Wooltex

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

TRAINS

J

M-unaingnam, President
Frank Springer,
-

C)D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
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ISSUED BY DRY
FARMED PRODUCTS EXPOSITION.

Lethbridge, Alta., Oct.
agement of the
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CAPITAL PAID IN

RATES LIMITED

SPECIAL

style, tailoring ind Jiu lNy
materials in the highest degree

BRADF1ELD REGULATOR CO., AtluiU, Co.

ing changed

good

taste-- but

Wooltex garments combine
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

ANNOUNCEMENT IS MADE IN TO
PEKAi REGARDING THE
LINE.
COL-MO-

R

Topeka, Kan., Oct. 10. It is stated
by officials in Topeka that the Califor
nia Limited of the Santa Fe will be
diverted over a new route around the
Raton grade, in New Mexico, by Sep
tember l of next year, saving 70
miles on the present distance between
Los Angeles and Chicago and giving
Office with the San Migoei National Bank
a better roadway. By that time the
Colmor cutoff, now being constructed
between Dodge City, Kan., and ColWm. G. Ha don
President
j
mor, N. M., will be available and the
II, W. Kelly
Vice President
limited trains and possibly some of
the others will be sent that way. DurD. T. Hoskins
Treasurer
ing 1915 the Santa Fe will operate limited trains over both the present and
on Deposis
the new lines. All the California fruit
trains, which are now sent east by the
Belen cutoff, will go over the Colmor
cutoff after next summer. Although
The new road strikes southwest M. Bergere, on Grant avenue. Mr. and cific
the scenic advantages are not so incoast. Upon their return
they
teresting as on the Raton division, the from Dodge City along the old Santa Mrs. Leopold left for the north over will reside at Taos.
cutoff effects a saving in grade and Fe "dry trail" and runs southwest the D. and R. O., showered with 25
across the high plains and misses' the pounds of rice. The toride is one of
distance.
SERIOUS STABBING AFFRAY
bad mountain grades even more ef Santa Fe's most leautiful and charmAlliuquerque, N. M., Oct.
fectually than the cutoff built by way ing girls; the bridegroom is a Yale
of 723 East street is in
of Belen. It is now constructed from graduate and is now forest
the
HEAVY HAIR
supervisor St Joseph's
- at Tres Piedras. Hia
hospital, suffering from
new
town
of
a
Satanto
home is in Bur- a serious
Dodge City
gash in the abdomen and
ta, which was named after a famous lington, Iowa,
Jose Odano, his
assailant, is in the
Indian chief whose tribe once roamed
ty Jail, pending the
At Guadalupe Church
candition or Guover that part of the "buffalo coun
tierrez, who it ia fearerf l.
Tha second wedding ceremony took Jured n l8
try."
cajmed that 0dano
LLING HAIR CLEANS AND INVIGplace at 11 o'clock yesterday morning ed a knife
into
Gutierrez in the ArELIGHTFUL
at the Church of Our Laxly of Guadalu- cade
DRESSING
saloon at 4 o'clock
WEDDINGS IN SANTA FE'
pe, where Miss Domitila' Read was
yesterday
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 10. Two married to
when you will see new hair fine and
Corydon Lowe, of Taos.
took
ceremonies
beautiful wedding
scaped from the sa,
The Rev. A. Hesset, rector of the loon
downy at first yes but really new
and was cantnrA,i
.
hair sprouting out all over your place in Santa Fe yesterday morning. a church, officiated. The bride is the of
several hours w vifc
They were the marriage of Miss
beiauUfUl
and
Danderine
scalp
is, we believe, the
accomplished daughter
Grady and Policeman
Bergere to Aldo Leoold,- and of of the
Pablo Lnjan.
only sure hair grower; destroyer of Miss Domitila Read to
late Larkin G. Read and Too
Corydon Lowe.
dandruff and cure for itchy scalp and The first
dorita
the
Martinez,
latter
a
sister
wedding took place in the
it never fails to stop falling hair at
T'AL
IN DALLAS
the Cathedral, the of Malaquias Martinez of Taos. She
adjoining
sacristy
,
once.
Is
B. M. Read, the
the
niece
of
vicar
Rt. Rev. Antonio Fourchegu,
lawyer
eek l as witnessed
If you want to prove how pretty
e and historian, and is a
the
Miss Anita
n
sister of
i
general, officiating.
and soft your hair really is, moisten a
the
cashier
Read,
of the First NationDelphi i
was bridesmaid and Carl Leo
by Adolphus
cloth with a little Danderine and care- pold, brother of the bridegroom, was al bank of Santa. Fe. The bridegroom
Lob millionaire TheBuwh.
bo"!,'
ia one of the stockholders of the
fully draw It through your heir tak- best man.
new
Lowe
and
100'000
a
is,
Co.,
ing one small strand at a time. Your
Immediate
of
members
the
Taos
the
big
mercan
Only
ani
cSednt?,fMn
hair will be soft, glossy and beautiful families were in attendance. Follow- tile concern.
in a just a tery moments a delightful ing the ceremony a wedding breakAfter the wedding Mr. aud Mrs
contains 300 apartments.
surprise awaits everyone who tries fast was served at the home of the Lowe left for California to spend
interior
furnishings are of the maJ
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred threo or four weeks
this.

Lxs Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00

Interest Pe.id

"DANDERINE"

IT-CEN-

DESTROYS DANDRUFF STOPS FA
ORATES YOUR SCALP D
To be possessed of a head of heavy,
beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy,
wavy and free from dandruff is merely a matter of using a little Dande-rine- .

Now Well.
Trenton, Mo. "About two years ago
It Is easy and inexpensive to have
I had female trouble and inflammation so
bad that I was literally helpless and had
nice, soft hair and lots of it. Just
to be tended like a baby. I could not
get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
move my body or lift my foot for such
Danderine now all drug stores recsevere pains that I had to scream. I was
ommend it apply a little as directed
very nervous and had a weakness.
and within ten minutes there will be
"Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Coman
an
such
extent
to
me
apearance of abundance; freshhas
pound
helped
that I think there is no medicine like it
ness, fluffiness and an incomporabale
for female troubles.
I am up and able
gloss and lustre and try as you will
to do my work again and I give you full
cannot find a trace of dandruff
a
to
is
he
you
much
said
Johnson"
"Too
permission to publish my letter for the
sake bf other suffering women." Mrs. production soon to he staged by the or falling hair; but your real surprise
will be after about two weeks' use,
W.T.PuBNELL,320-10t- h
St.,Trenton,Mo, Bull Moose party.
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EVERY BULGARIAN

BOWELS

TRAINED FOR

THIS GENTLE EFFECTIVE FRUIT LAXATIVE THOROUGHLY CLEANS
YOUR STOMACH, LIVER AND 30 FEET OF BOWELS OF SOUR
WASTE.
BILE, POISONS, GASES AND CLOGGED-U-

HOUSTON
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Houston, Tex., Oct. 10. The great
academic festival arranged to mark
tlie formal inauguration and dedication of the William M. Rice Institut?
of Liberal and Technical Learning
began here today under the most auspicious conditions and in the presence of a large gathering of educators
and students from all parts of the
world. The festival is planned to extend ov5r four days and will close on
Sunday with a special sermon in the
municial aupditorlum, following the
return of the guests from a visit to
Galveston.
The program of the opening day includes an informal breakfast at the Hotel Bender, a municipal
luncheon at the city auditorium, a
garden party in the academic court of
the institute, a reception tendered by
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Baker and a
number (of inaugural lectures by distinguished scientists from various
parts of the world, at the institute and
at the Majestic theater.
Probably never before in the history
of this country has the inauguration
of a new institution of learning been
marked by. so large a gathering of
famous men of science and a series of
inaugural lectures of equal importance, as the opening and dedication of
the William M. Rice institute, founded-witthe millions left by the late
William M. Rice, a former citizen of
Houston, who was murdered in New
York City on September 23, 1900. The
list of lectures scheduled on the pro
grams for the inauguration exercises
inclde such by Professor Rafael At
tamira y Crevea of Madrid; Professor
Emile Rarel of Paris; Senator Bene
detto Croce of Naples; Professor
Hugo de Vries of Amsterdam; Professor SLr Henry Jones- of Glasgow;
Privy Councilor Baron Dalroku Miku- chi q Tokio; Professor John William
' Mackall of
London; Privy Councilor
Professor Wilhclm Ostwald of Gross- Bothe.n, Germany; Professor Henri
Poincare of Paris; Professor Sir William Ramsey, M. C. B., of London;
Professor Vito Volterra of Rome and'
several other distinguished scientists.
William M. Marsh, whose nime will
be perpetuated by. this Teat Institution of learning, was formerly a resident of Houston. He had made a great
fortune in this state and, recognizing
the educational needs of this section
of the Bouth, he conceived the plan
of founding a great technological Institute in this city. More than ten
years before his death Mr. Rice laid
the foundation for his plan, which, at
first, contemplated merely a training
school with an endowment of $200,-00As he elaborated nis plans, he
became more and more Interested in
the subject and added to the proposed
endowment, until, a short time before
.

A, harmless cure for sick headache,
for biliousness, for a sour, gassy, disordered stomach, for constipation, indigestion, coated tongue, sallowneas,
pimples take delicious Syrp of Fig'
For the cause'of alVthesieAroubles lies
ina to rpid liver and sluggish condition
of your thirty feet of bowels.
A teaspoonlul of Syrup of Figs tonight mean all poisonous waste matter, the undigested, fermenting food
and sour bile, gently moved on and
out of your system by morning, without griping, nausea or weakness. It
means
a cheery day tomorrow-ma- ny
bright days thereafter.
Please don't think of gentle, effective Syrup of Figs as a physic. Don't
think you are drugging yourself, for
luscious figs, senna and aromatics can
not injure onyone.
This remarkable fruit preiaration is

bis removal to New York, he made a
will bequeathing practically his entire
for tune to the institte.
The Rice insttiute was Incorporated
in 1891 as the William M. Rice institute for the advancement of literature,

science and art, under a liberal charboard
ter granting a
of seven life trustees great freedom in
the subsequent organization of a
institution
and
At
In the city of Houston, Texas.
consists
trustees
of
board
this
present
of the following members: James Addison Baker, chairman; James Evei
ett McAshan, vice chairman; Emanuel Raphael,
secretary ; Benjamin
Betts Rice, treasurer; William Marsh
Rice, Jr., Caesar Maurice Lombardi
and Edgar Odell Lovett, who is also
the head of the faculty.
At the expressed wish of the founder the elaboration of his plans and
their practical execution was not undertaken in his life time. His death
in New York City, In 1900, under mysterious circumstances, caused a great
sensation. After a thorough investigation Albert T. Patiick, a to.wyer of New
York, who had had professional dealings with Mr. Rice, was arrested on
the charge of having murdered the
aged philanthropist, with the ultimate
object of obtaining possession of the
fortune left by the latter. After a
sensational trial Patrick was found
guilty and sentenced to death. TRe
condemned man then began a determined struggle for life and liberty,
unparalleled in the history of American courts. Using every legal weapon
of defense that his ingenuity could
find available, Patrick fought his case
through court after court, until his
death sentence was commuted. Even
then he did not -- est, but continued his
fight for ultimate freedom, but without success.
The settlement of the state could
only be brought about after years of
litigation. When the trustees finally
obtained possession of the estate the
-

a wonderful stomach, liver and bowel
cleanser, regulator and tonio, the safest and most positive ever devised.
The day of violent purgatives, such
as calomel, pills, salts and castor oil
is past. They were all wrong. You
get relief, but at what a cost! They
acted by flooding the bowels with
fluids, but these fluids were digestive
Juices.. Syrup of Figs embody only
harmless laxatives, which act in a
natural way. It does what right food
would do what eating lots of fruit
and what plenty of exercise will do
for thet liver, stomach and bowel3.
Be sure you get the old reliable and
genuine. Ask your druggist for the
full name, "Syrup of Flss and Elixir
of Senna," prepared by The California
Fig Syrup company. Hand back, with
scorn, any Fig Syrup imitation recommended as "just as good."

TURKISH

NUMBERS WOULD
LITTLE TERROR. IN
KINGDOM

Vienna, Oct 10. How would the
Bulgarians fare In the event of a long
drawn-ou- t

war

with

Turkey? The

query is prompted by a comparison
as far as comparison is possible viih
the details available of the military
forces of the two countries. The warlike attributes of the Bulgarians leave
no room for doubt as to their courage,
hut the forces which the Turks, thetheir
oretically, at any rate, have
command are very great
The last few years, it Is true, have
seen a considerable advance in the effectiveness o fthe Bulgarian army. Its
organization on really sound lines was
first undertaken by Russian officers
from 1879 to 1885. Bulgarian peasant:!
make excellent soldiers. They are fi.U
latter bad increased from $S,000,000 to of fight, obedient, and not easily
The trustees in- daunted by the hardships of war. The
nearly $10,000,000.
vited Dr. Edgar Odell Lovett, profes- application of modern military science
sor of mathematics and astronomy in to these qualities has gone far toPrinceton university, to become the wards bringing the army up to the
head of the proposed institute and he higher continental standard. MoreovAfter 4 year of travel he er, the complete organization of he
accepted.
returned and the work of constructing staff, and the painstaking keenness ol
the buildings was begun. Only four the officers, trained at the Sofia Milof the buildings are completed. The itary school, have not been without
curriculum of the institute will include their effect on the men of the lower
the natural sciences, the mathemati- ranks.
science, lancal branches, applied
Military service is compulsory In
socioleconomics,
philosophy,
guages,
Bulgaria, save to the Moslem i, v ho
ogy and the liberal arts.
may purchase exemption for $10! and

,t

the conditions are arduous. The y
is composed of an active or field
force, with an active reserve, a reserve force and the militia, and while,
in times of peace, only the active army remains on a permanent footing,
all save the militia are liable to be
called on should occasion arise. The
latter may be used only for purposes
of defense within the frontier.
Two years with the infantry and
three with the cavalry Is' the period of
service with the colors, results' joining at 19 years of ago in times of
peace and at 18 during war, and after
that there are eighteen years in the
with annual
reserve,
training. In
this way some zi.'iOC young men are
of
embodied each ye:", and the
the system is ihe ! nil Utigj up of a
large war reserve of trained men.
This army is divided into nine
each lorr.prlsini two brigades
ot four regiments each and nine bat
teries, and tiiere are in nil six regt
an arm in which
ments of
is somewhat weak. The
Bulgaria
headquarters are at Sofia, Philopopo-lis- ,
ar-m-

"CASCARETS"

THE
BEST

LAXATIVE

Thoroughly Cleanses Your Liver and
Bowels While You Sleep
No odds how bad your liver, som-ac- h
or bowels; how much your headaches, how miserable and uncomfortable you are from constipation,
biliousness and sluggish
indigestion,
intestines you always get the desired results with Cascarets and quickly,
'
too.
Don't let your stomach, liver and
Take
bowels make you miserable.
Cascarets tonight; put an end to the
headache, biliousness, dizziness, nervousness, sick, sour, gassy stomach,

backache and all other distress;
cleanse your Inside organs of all trie
bile, gases and constipated matter
which is producing the misery.
A 10 cent box means health, happiness and a cletr head for months. No
more days of gloom and distress If
you will take a Cascaret now and
Sliven, Schumla, Rustchuk, Vrat-All druggists sell Cascarets. za, Duibnitza, Eskizagord and Plevna.
then.
Don't forget the children their little
Bulgaria is not as well off in the
insides need a good, gentle cleansing, matter of armaments as in men at
too.
all events as far as the Infantry Is
concerned for while the active army
"What do they play at the singing is provided with the Mannlicher rifle,
society you have joined?"
part, at least of the reserve has only
the Berdan, a weapon which is not re- "Wagner and pinochle."

BARNES' ANIMAL CIRCUS CARRIES WONDERFUL TRAINED BEASTS
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garded us ibeing among the niob'tVef-- f
active In these days. There Is a1o
a machine gun section attached tV
each infantry regiment, while the arJ
tlllery Is armed with the Schnelder-Cdne- t
quick ring gun and the Krupp
mountain gun. In addition, the'trans-por- t
brought up to date. .
As far as can be gathered from the
figures available, the peace army is
approximately 56,593.
To this total must be added the men
in the reserve, bringing the number
up to 220,000, and beyond these are
the militia, a force of some 55.0U0, for
serviee in the country only. Thft
makes the fighting force of Bulgaria,
approximated, 275,000 men, and help
might also bo expected from the Kami-tajis- ,
a forcu of
guerillas,
numbering at about 20,000.
On paper, at any rat, Turkey has,
it is estimated, upwards of 1,000,000
But of this huge total it. is
troops.
doubtful whether at least half would
be of any real fighting value In the
field. The exemption from compulsory military service, formerly granted to Christians and the population
of Constantinople, on the payment ot
a fee, has 'been revoked, and all "Ottomans" are now subject to service.
Arabs and Kurds, however, who are
liable, evade the law in largo numbers, and there are certain recognized
rights to exemption
Much money has been spent In armaments during the two years In which
the reorganization of the Turkish army has been in progress. The empire is divided Into seven military districts and last year the reorganization of the forces into 14 army corps
began. In all there are 42 divisions,
some of them with ten battalions in
peace and 13 in war, and others with
seven in peace and ten in war.
In times of supreme necessity all
males up to the age of 70 years can
be called on to join the colors, and recruits liable to service are divided Into the Nizam, or regular army, the
Redif, and the Mustahfiz, the period
of service being three years In the
first, with six In the reserve; nine
years in the second, and two years in
the third.
The Nizam has 22 divisions, with
357 battalions; 20 cavalry brigades,
with 207 squadrons, and 16 artillery
These
brigades, with 271 batteries.
troops are said to number 260,000 with
120,000 as reserve; while the Redif
and Mustahfiz number between eOO.OO1
and 700,000. The troops are ' armed
with Mauser repeating and Hartinl-Henrrifles; while the artillery, composed entirely of the Nizam, or regulary army, has guns of various Krupp

1
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SCENE FROM THE BARNES CIRCUS PARADE, MONDAY,
Writh the Al G. Barnes big three ring
wild animal circus which will give
two performances in Las Vegas on
Monday there is a herd of elephants
which does almost everything with
the exception of talking. They operate a barber shop, run a laundry, play-tepins, etc., besides their acrobatic
work. Elephants come next to the
i rather difii-cudog in smartness but it
because oi
tricks
to teach them
size.
their
In teaching an elephant to stand up
lt

to each

of his forelegs and then attached to a crane high up in the air.
AtAt certain words of command they
are hoisted in the air, leaving the
elephant supporting himself on his
hind legs. This has to be done sometimes as often as 15 or 16 times before the huge beast understands what
is wanted. But after a while simply
from force of ha.bit, he begins to raise
himself at the signal. It takes about
14 men to operate the cranes,
on his hind legs, ropes are attached

OCTOBER 14

' Much of the same sort of thing is
done in teaching him to lie down,
only in this case a'rope with a slip
noose is passed around his body at the
small of his back, one hind foot and
one fore foot are tied and moved out
from under him, and then the Topes
are pulled gently but firmly until he
lies down.
An elephant sleeps
in a peculiar
manndr. Nearly all lie on their sides
with their trunks curled up, making
a peculiar hissing noise at regular in
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Quick Detachable
Clincher

I
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ROUND SHAPE
STRONG
RESILIENT
DURABLE
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Easily Fits Any Quick Detachable Mm
No Tools Required

IN STOCK BY
LAS VEGAS AUTO & MCH. CO.
East Las Vegas, N. M.

CALIFORNIA REALTY CONGRESS parts of the country, took part today
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct 10. Nearly In the opening of the celebration of
500 delegates, representing the realty the 125th anniversary of Erasmus hall
boards of practically every important high school in the Flatbush section ot
city of the state, gathered in Los An Brooklyn. The dedication of the
geles today for the eighth annual conbuilding took place this aftervention of the California State Realty noon and was followed by the first
federation. The sessions will last presentation of an elaborate pageant
three days and will be devoted to the illustrating the history of New York
consideration of taxation, publicity from its first settlement by the Dutch
methods and needed legislation. Mob-r- y down to the present time. The celeMcMahon of San Francisco Is the bration will 'continue over tomorrow.
president of the federation and the
Sick headache Is caused by a dispresiding officer of the convention.
Take ChamberThe federation proposes to undertake ordered stomach.
and correct that and the
a vigorous campaign to protect the lain's Tablets
headaches will disappear. For sale
investing public from fraudulent anil by all dealers,
,
dishonest real estate promoters and
dealers.
J. W. Copeland, ot Dayton, Ohio,
new-schoo-

ERASMUS
New York,
of

the state

many noted
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Every Boy and Girl
Wants a Watch!
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We want every pipe and cigarette smoker

!!

We want you to know that every grain In that big
end a half ounce 5c sack is pure, clean tobacco
a delightful smoke.
And you should know, too, that with each sack you
now get a book of cigarette papers and

to

this country to know how good Duke's
Mixture is.

in

l

purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy for his boy who had
HALL CELEBRATION
a cold, and before the bottle was all
Oct. 10 Public officials used the boy's cold was gone. Is that
and city, together with not better than to pay a five dollar
educators rom various doctor's bill? For sale by all dealers.

DISCUSS DRY FARMING

Lethbridge, Alta., Oct. 10. One
week hence an army of several thousand men, banded together by their
common Interest in the science of
farm crops
with little
raising
rainfall, will be moving on Lethbridge
to attend the seventh International
The commit
Dry Farming congress.
tee in charge of the local arrangements is In receipt of advices which
indicate the largest and most representative attendance in the history of
the congress. Thirty countries are to
send representatives.
In connection
with the gathering there will be an
elaborate exhibition of
products from various parts of the United
States and Canada, to show what can
be accomplished under seemingly adverse conditions. Another feature
will be a display of over $50,000 worth
of machinery adapted to dry farming

Charleston, W. V., Oct 10. Delegates from West Virginia trades
unions .together wtih representatives
of various civio, commercial
and
church organizations,, assembled here
1:
for a state convention today to discuss
legislative needs growing out of the
miners' strike in the Paint Creek and
Cabin Crook regions, where martial
i
law was declared some time ago. The
guard system, woman and child labor,
the minimum wage law, the initiative
and referendum, liability and workmen's compensation acts, and the conof additional powers on the
ferring
tervals, something like the sound ot
steam Issuing from a kettle. The governor of the state to enforce the
huge beast is not a sound sleeper. He law were among the subjects taken
does not take much notice of his keep- up by the conference.
er prowling around in the night, but
should anything strange or unusual
Kloseman
(out calling)
Why do
take place, two small, red lights ap- you look at me so intently, little man?
pear In the elephant's head, and the
Bobby I was looking to see if you
At the first was black.
animal is wideawake.
K. Black- - Why should you think I
sign of danger he trumpets shrilly.
In the herds of elephants with the Al was black?
G. Barnes circus there are two more
B. 'Cause I heard pa say you was
awful niggardly.
than 100 years old.
1

j

The very close attention which Tur
key has been paying recently to the
subject of its army will probably, in
the course of time, have the desired
effect in the establishment of a land
force as efficient and powerful as it
is numerous.'" But Turkey has much
work to do before that end is attained,
and meanwhile it remains to be seen
whether her striking-powe- r
is anything near so great as the vastness
of numbers would appear to indicate.

DISCUSS NEEDS OF LEGISLATION
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service, has, to some degree, been
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RICE
INSTITUTE TO BE
MADE
ONE OF BEST COLLEGES IN
THE WORLD

10,
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A Free Present Coupon
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These coupons are good for hundreds of valuable presents, such as watches, toilet articles, silverware, furniture, and dozens of other articles suitable for every member
f the family.
You will surely like Duke's Mixture, made by Liggett
S( Myers at Durham, N. C, and the presents cannot fail
to please you and yours.
As a special offer.

uctober
auring
November only
and

toe will send you
our new illustrated
catalog of presents
FREE. Just send us
your name and address
on a postal.
Coupons from Duke's Mixture mnvht
assorted with tars from HOBSE
SHOE,J.T..TINSLEY'S NATURAL
LEAF, GRANGER TWIST, amtont
from FOUR ROSES (lOc-h- n
dovhlt
cnufinf,) . .PICK PLUG CUT, PIED.
MONT CIGARETTES. CUX CSGA.
RETTES, and other tajes or ceufemi

n
ft
I.
1

a
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issued by us.

Premium Dept.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
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SEATS:
the loss of money. However, Mr. Hays
declared, the people of the vicinity of
the lumber yard have found it highly
objectionable, as. It has depreciated
the value of their property and made
a sale at a reasonable figure almost
impossible. Mr. Hays saidthe council should consider this side of the
question as well as that presented by

COIIIIEWILL

1879

BE ATTEMPTED
CO.

(Incorporated)

BY COUNCIL

Mr. Sundt.
It is believed that the matter may
be adjusted by Mr. Sundt's agreeing to
cut down the size of his yard to one
25 foot lot, which, It is understood,
would be satisfactory to the people of
the neighborhood.
In regard to enforcing the ordinance
regarding garages it was decided to
give M. Biehl, who conducts such an
establishment on Grand avenue near
Fountain Square, more time In which

EDITOR
LAW SUIT MAY BE AVOIDED IN
THE CONTROVERSY WITH
M. M. SUNDT.

1.00

Months

f

'
''
bill.
,.
..
Some time, ago the council voted to
'

take steps toward enforcing the

ifCash

ordi-

in Advance for Mail Subscrip- - nance and the matter was
placed in
tions)
the bunds of City .' Attorney E. v.
Kemtt by draft, check or money Long for investigation. Mr. Long rerder. H sent Otherwise we will not ported to the council last night that
bo responsible for loss.
it was his belief the ordinance could
Specimen copies free on applica- be enforced," as city councils are given'
tion.
by law certain powers under which
such action might be taken. He deALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT clared, however,' that no one could
THE EXPntATION OF TIME
forecast what a court might decide in
PAID FOR
regard to the matter, owing to the
complex nature of the case; For inAdvertisers are guaranteed the stance, the attorney for Mr. Sundt
largest dally and weekly circulation might show that the action of the city
of any newspaper In northern New was unreasonable, whereupon the city
would lose the case. The city attorn sy
Mexico.
advised a conference with Mi. Sundt

TELEPHONES
BUSINESS OFFICE
NEWS DEPARTMENT
THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

Main 2
Main 8
10, 1912.

WAS CRANK GETTING
EVEN?
Speaking of campaign contributions
Charles R. Crane Is to be ranked the
star among givers. He admits that
he gave $20,000 toward La Follette's
fight and an equal sum
to that of Dr. Wilson. Crane is tne
man whom President Taft once appointed minister to China, hut recalled
when It became apparent that the apr
tongue and
pointee had a
talked too much to hold a diplomatic
post.
Evidently another use for the campaign contribution is that of getting
e
even with the other fellow. La
and Wilson were the two who
looked in the Crane eye best calculated to defeat Taft, so be gave to both
regardless of politics. Possibly he also
wai pursuing an idea that either man
If elected, might appoint him minister
to fchina and b2.ve the good grace. not
to recall the commission. Denver Republican.
hair-trigge-

Fol-lett-

ANNIVERSARY OF REVOLUTION
Havana, Oct. 10. This being th
anniversary of the begin(1868-78- )
ning of the ten years' war
for Cuban Independence, the day was
forty-secon-

d
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in regard to what concessions he
He dewould be 'willing to make.
clared that Mr.' Sundt likely was not
any more'anxwus to "become involved
In litigation thatt was the city.
acDuring the discussion Mr. Sundt,
companied' by hfs attorney, William
G. Haydon, entered the council chamber. They were given .the right to
address the council. Mr. Haydon said
the council should put Itself in Mr.
Sundt's place,' considering how the individual members would feel, it they
should be legislated out of business.
He said Mr! 'Sundt takes the utmost
nreeauttons to avoid fire, as a confla
to
a
gration would be more of danger
the
to
than
a
loss,
well
as,
him, as,
Mr.
surrounding property owners.
did not
client
his
declared
Haydon
care to be forced Into a law suit and
council
would like to confer with the
or any of its members or committees
some
for the purpose of arriving at

It was proposed by Councilman
tne
gand that Mr. Sundt decrease

Wie--

,

size
of
consists
which
of his lumber yard,
fiv' iot ' adiacent to hist planing mill.
'
to one lot. It was Btiggeij.ed; that
iomo n Duncan. Sr.. had:. declared ne
would build houses on the lots provid.
nrnnlll doll th GUI &t &
?
ronHonaMe figure, ' ;
At first Mr.' Sundt was inclined to
believe that he could not restrict his
varA to such a size, stating that If he
rifri so.hlB nlaning mill would be use
he
less. Later on, however, he said
nis
down
cut
to
"would"
be willing
he
'nrA'Wce' to one lot. Upon vote of
the'Vli'tinoi the street and alley .commlfteef was instructed lo comer wju
it possible, to reach
and,
Mr 'Sundti
,
. i
,ih
i
some equitable agreement..
Councilman
discussion
Durine 'the
one of
been
had
he
that
said
Hays
fh nieners to the petition asking tne
council' to 'abate the alleged nuisanc-

observed W a general holiday. Bust- -'
nosa in Havana was largely suspended and all public and many privaS
buildings were decorated in honor d!.
the occasion. One the whole, howev
er, the celebration was not attended
with as much enthusiasm as usual, city
by the Sundt lumber
owing probably to the present dis- e-caused
said
'he had a high regard
He
turbed condition of the country ari yard."
to
the uncertainty crer the result of the for' Mr.1 Strndt arid would not like
would cause him
which
nnvthins
rt,
approaching presidential election,
1

I

He said Mr. Southard had written to
his company and expected to be authorized to enter into the contract in
a short time. Mr. Hays did not exua
plain the proposed plan, but it Is
the
Installing
derstood it contemplates
of tungsten lamps instead of the arc
Hght-fnslights at presetn used in street

r.

-

City Clerk Charles Tamme report
ed collections during the month of
September to the amount of $181.05.
Police Judge D. R. Murray and Chiofarof Police Ben Coles reported M
collect
Fines
flnrinir September.
ed amounted to $5, with the city liable
(
y
for costs to the amount of ?iu.
wwBMfin C. C. Gordon reported five
two
births during September, of which
s
repou-rfpnihalso
He
males.
of
were those
three
month,
durinn the
of which
of males and two of females,
ur. guifour were of
one case
been
had
there
don reported
..
disease in the city durdeBe
ing the month of September.
condi
clared the city to be in excellent
standpoint
a
hygienic
tion from
that
It was reported to the council had
committee
n
ii?ht
.t
toe
u
.h to reach any agreement
with the Agua Pura company regard
.
contract controve-.a.ring the water
mt,l mo it at iflR been dragging along
likelinood
for several months and the
remote.
seems
of a settlement
city is still using water by coura,
uuom
of the Agua Pura company
unuai
remuneration
make
to
promise
whatever contract finally is adopted
Th council meeting last night wt'.s
not an eventful one. Officials present
were Mayor Robert J. Taupert, Clern
nharles Tamme, Aldermen Wieganu,
and
Raynolds, Hays, Quinn, Forsythe
Stern.
tao-inn-

--

GILBER ELIOTT WEDS
New York, Oct. 10. A wedding of
note took place at Southampton, L. 1.,
itoday, when Miss Flourhoy
became the :'bride of Gilbert Eliott,
the only son of Sir Arthur and Lady
Eliott. ..The bride belongs to a fam
prom
ily that has long;
inent in New York. Sir Arthur Eliott
who succeeded to the English title
several years ago, has lived for many
years In this country, and both he and
his Bon have business interests here,
the later being a stock broker. Lady
Eliott is a member of the old Boston
been-sociall-

family.
.T

P Paw Wlnflnld.

Ala., kbvb: "Mv

father, T. J. Ray suffered with kidney
and bladder trouble so bad He nao to
use a catheter. Various kidney remedies were tried without result, and
Kidney
finally we gave klm Foley
Pilla. In three days he could pass
no
ana
on
long-- r
some water
tne nrtn,
nepdml a catheter. He continued
to use Foley Kidney Pills until en
tirely cured." O. G. SchaeTer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

OBI

SALE AT MUHPHEy'S

$4.005.50;; calves $5.009.50;
western steers $5 .009.20; western
cows $3.506.25.
market
7,000;
Hogs Receipts
steady. Bulk of sales $8.408.80;
heavy $8.658.80; butchers and pack-ligh- t
ers $S.408.85;
$8.308.80;
pigs $6.007.00.
market
10,000;
Sheep Receipts
steady. Muttons $3.004.00; lamb?
e
$5.256.75; range wethers and
ewes
$2.00
lings $3.504.60;

bulls

BEAN DAY WAS A
HOLE ROUND
OF FU

AT YCUH DOOR

FULLY EQUIPPED

$1,050

,

year-rang-

THE LAS VEGAS BOOSTERS HAD
TIME OF THEIR LIVES IN
WAGON MOUND

Bean Day, 1912 at Wagon Mound
will go on record as being one of
the biggest events in the history of
San Miguel and Mora counties. The
entire day. from early morning until
the last person left the fair grounds
to secure another location. This or- in the evening, was a grand success.
dinance requires garages to be equip- The Las Vegas booster, who went
ped with .cement floors and under to Wagon Mound, were entertained
ground tanks for the storage of gaso- rolyally. Several automobiles filled
with Wagon Mound bean kings drove
line. '
Councilman Hq.vs, chairman of the out several miles to meet the Las Vecommittee on water and light, report- gas contingent and escorted the party
ed that his committee had conferred to the fair grounds.
with W. P. Southard, manager of the
Right at the start things began 1o
company,
Power
and
Las Vegas Light
happen. There were all kinds of racand practically had arrived upon es, horse races, foot races, horseback
terms for the new lighting contract races for the ladies and other

An effort will be made to bring
Entered at the pos toff ice at East
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- about a compromise between the city
sion through the. United States mails and M. M, Sundt in regard to the en
forcing of ( the ordinanse prohibiting
as second class matter.
the maintaining of lumber yards with
in the limits bounded by Twelfth
7TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
street ,the,'.city limits on the north,
Dally, by Carrier:
Prince street.
$ .05 Railroad avenue and
Per Copy
two years
was
The
ordinance
passed
.IS
One Week
.65 ago for the express purpose of banishOne Month
lumber yard from the
. 7.60 ing Mr, Sundt's.
One Tear
north end of the city where, according
Mall
Dally by
to citizens, jit is a nuisance and a
One Year
...$6.00
menace
because of the danger from
3.00
Six Months
fire. Upon petition of a large number
of residents, the council framed the
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
ordinance, placing the date at which
GROWER
it should go ito effectrat one year
$2.06 from the date of the passage of the
One Year
Blx

y
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PRICES 25c, .'35c, 50c

PADGETT
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3.75.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
sentiChicago, Oct 10 Bearish
ment took possession of the wheat
trade today as result of the govern
ment crop report. Advices that the

OVERLAND UQdKl 50 T

planted acreage in Argentina had
been enlarged 10 per cent counted
against the bull side. The opening

Telephone

or call and'we'wiN have our demonstrator

show you.

December
loss of
to
started at 92
and fell to 9214., The close was steady
at 92 for December, a net loss of

..---

down.

was

92,

Las Vegas Automobile 6 Machine

11.
Corn

weakened on account of the
improved prospect for a big yield. Dedown at &'3i to
cember opened
53
and dropped down to 53. Latter the market rallied owing to belief
that much, of the crop would be soft
corn carried
sports, but the most important event and the amount of old
with
was
over.
close
The
steady
between
ball
was
a
of the day
game
.
oft at 54
the home team and the Las Vegas December
like
The oats market also was depressThe two
Boosters.
off
to
the champs of both leagues and the re- ed. December started
22
to
32
32
and
to
sagged
at
In
this
was
a
tie.
of
the game
sult
case the game was called on account (l- Provisions opened unchanged to
of a "bum' umpire instead of dark12
cent lower. January delivery
bunch
played'
ness. The Las Vegas'
ten men on their side 'in an effort to went at $19.75. to $19.80 for pork;
:
trim the bean kings, but they were $11.22 to $11.25 for lard and $10.40
unable to win, for the bean kings, like for ribs. The closing quotations were:
Wheat Dec. 82; May 9Cfi;.
all bean eaters, proved themselves
May
Corn, Oct 63; Dec. 53;
to be superior at the game. The lineup (please note carefully) was as fol- 52.
Oats, Dec 32; May 34.
Las Vegas Boosters Hepner,
lows:
Pork, Jan. $19.40; May $18.95.
p.;. T. Armljo, c; J. Danzlger, lb.;
Lard, $11.75".
C. Trumbull, 2b.; H. W. Kelly, ss.;
Ribs, $10.97.
Van Petten, 3b.; Whalen, cf.; Southcf..
and
Russell,
ard, If.; Padgett
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Wagon Mound Bean Kings Sterns,
New York, Oct 10. Such strength
lb.;
Gibson,
p.;
Johnnie
Pugh,
c;
as
today's market manifested after its
West,
ss.;
Taylor,
Jones, 2b.;
heaviness was attributed to the
3b.; Curns, rf.; Robinson, cf.; Myers, early
held out by yesterdy's crop
promise
?
?
?
If.
Umpires?
At noon a "big feed" was served reports. There was renewed selling
for Europe, where conditions, particul
consisting of BEANS, roast beef, Wienerwurst and buns. It was a shame the ariy in Paris, pointed to increased
war the Las Vegas Boosters dug into nervousness over the war news.
'
Reading was a feature by itself,
that feed, everyone one. of them eat
23per cent of the first
ing as if he'd been starving himself contributing
for a week. After dinner the boosters
got together and broke the bank of
"Monte Carlo," robbing a poor old colored gent' of his "hard earned" for-

Phjne Main 344.

&

Fowler Props

A.L...A O D

SMITE

teams-pTaye-

NUT

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

'

hour's active business and advancing
to two points before noon. The active list strengthened by that time,
despite the increasing firmness of call
money, which opened at 5
per cea- Bonds were steady. Further selling
of stocks based on the foreign situation, attended the opening dealings.
The special features of weakness were
Southern Pacific, Great Northern, Ore,
Missouri Pacific and Canadian Pacific.
Coalers, were strong, however, Reading soon rising a point Steel became
the leader during the noon hour, early
crossing 70 on publication of the September tonnage statement, which surpassed all previous records. Can was
the most active specialty.,,,
American Can common and prefer

Th

tune.
A big crowd attended the Bean Day
celebration and much credit is due to
all the citizens of Wagon Mound for
arranging for the affair. Especially
to A. O. Jahren, J. F. Curns, Dr. A.
E. Northwood
and Sherman Taylor,
who took an active part in mMng the
affair a grand success.
The Booster club left Wagon Mound
at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, arriving
in Las Vegas in the early hours of the
evening and every man who made the
trip reported having had a fine time.

Whalen,

Co.

red were Increasingly active and
strong later with some demand for
other specialties, including Enameling
and Central Leather.
The market closed irregular. Interest continued to center in the specialties and Traction. The last sales
for the day were:
90
Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar
126
110
Atchison ..
141
Great Northern
New York Central
116
127
Northern Pacific
177
Reading ...
Southern Pacific
....111
Union Pacific
174
United States Steel
79
United States Steel, pfd
115

No

About the Styles and Qualities to Be Found In
r
Our Ladies'
Garments For Fall
and Winter 1912-1- 3
Ready-to-Wea-

4 g

'
FAMOUS SINGER DEAD.
Ltimba'rd,'
10
Jules
Oct.
Chicago,
a famous singer of civil war daysl died
'here .today' in h'ia eignd-elgbtji- ''
year.
Lumbard sang the requiem at Lincoln's
grave in Springfield during the last
funeral service of the emancipator.

'2

'

'

'

, . NeYer before haye'we collected such a lovely assortment of merchandise,

Ps we are showSomething' here fo please every taste. Prices are more than reasonable." We will
be pleased to show the new Jacket Suits, Dresses and Coats. Elegant lines to be
found ia
each garment and please remember, we buyj noj twoj alike. Our new
department on second floorto be finished in a few days will be upjto-dat- e
in all respects.

,jing today.

Wife Broke Again It seems to me
you are always short of money.
Hub (a poker player) It is due to
the way I was raised.
Wife That's right; blame it on your
poor parents.
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK.
Mo., Oct. 10. Cattle-Rec- eipts
5,000, Including 600 southerns. Market steady. Native steers

WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION

5

$6.5010.90; southern steers $4.25
6.00; southern cows and heifers $3.40
5.25; native cows and heifers $3.40
7.50; stockers and feeders $4.407.60;

STORE

THE

"Redfern" And

Kansas City,

"Palmer" Suits
i
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J. W. Bowden of Raton was a visitJu town today.
N, E. Wilkerson of Raton was a
visitor in town today.
James Arnot left this afternoon for
and will spend several
W.
Albuquerque
George
Curtis left last evening
en a week's business trip to Trinidad, days there.
Mrs. C. M. Ilernhard and child will
Colo.
Fred Brefeld returned last evening return this evening from an extended
from Albuquerque where he has been trip to Kentucky.
O. L. Neafus and T. T. Turner left
visiting for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Logan, who have yesterday afternoon for Mr. Neafus'
TyYW-'Ryou looking for some- been the guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. F. ranch at La Cueva,
unique for Christ- j thinS
Herman Ilfeld left last night for the
Johnson for several days, left last
A
mas
gifts; somtthing
y
evening for their home in Lexington, Ilfeld ranch, which is located In the
wiI" p'ease
Mo.
southern part of the state.
and not be too expensive?
Mrs. Rufus Meade left this after
Mrs. S. E. York, mother of John
noon
will
she
for
Florence, Colo., where
York, expects to leave for Phoenix
Here is just the thing a string of
next Sunday where she will spend the visit relatives for several weeks.
sweet-scente- d,
hand-ma- de
beads,
Colonel R. E. Twitchell returned
winter with her daughter, Mrs.
is
whose
delicate,
lasting
perfume
this afternoon from a short business
and pleasant.
E. G, Murphey, the druggist, who is trip to Santa 'Fe and Albuquerque.
J. A. Conley of Raton, division mas
president of the New Mexico pharYou can have them in almost any
macy board, left this afternoon for Al- - ter mechanic of the Santa Fe railroad,
shape of color black, scarlet, gray,
buuerque where he will attend a was a visitor In Las Vegas today.
H. G. Coora returned from Las Crugreen, yellow, brown, and in three
meeting of the board.
Arthur Fry came In yesterday from ces last evening where he has been a
shades each of violet, blue and rose.
his Cherry Valley ranch and Is at business -- visitor for several days.
Mr. and.. Mrs. Lindaur of Chicago
They are strong on cord to match
present a patient at the Las Vegas
the beads, alternated with small cut
hospital. Mr. Fry expects to spend arrived last evening and will be visitors in Las Vegas for several days.
the winter In Las Vegas.
gold or steel beads or sometimes
H.: B.: Sower of Taos was a visitor
John L. Zimmerman returned last
with a harmonizing color.
evening from Albuquerque where he in Las Vegas today. Mr. Sower Is tht
has been attending the annual meet- proprietor of the Taos pool parlor.
They never fail to please. 6o-inc- h
Doll
E.
Charles
of
Santa Fe, repre
with clasp,
ing of thei Knights of Pythias grand
strings, and
company,
lodge. Mr. Zimmerman was elected senting the National-Biscui- t
in a neat box ready for preseneach
wai in town today visiting the trade.
to an office of the grand lodge.
tation.
Thomas A. Johnsen returned last
Mrs'Joseph Taichert returned last
evening from Albuuerque where he evening from Louisville, Ky., where
They are ideal prizes for card parties.
lias been attending the seventh annual she has been' visiting relatives for
meeting of the New Mexico Funeral several months.
L. Durham,' United States govern
Directors' and Embalmers' association.
Mr. "Johnsen was elected president of ment live stock inspector, left this af
ternoon for Wagon Mound to inspect
the association for the coming year.
Miss Letha Shumate, the artist of several shipments cf stock.
Miss Ella Farrand, stenographer for
NEWS DEALER, STATIONER, CURIOS
the Plaza studio, will return next Saturday, October 12. Miss Shumate is the Charles Ilfeld company, left last
521 Sixth Si.
E. Las Vegas
cf French lineage and a thorough evening on an extended visit to Des
student of French art. She has pic- Moines, la., and other points in the
tures on exhibition in Paris at this east.
R. J. Stanley, who has been ft- busitime, some of which were made In
ness visitor In Las Vegas for several
Las Vegas.
days, left this morning in his Ford
automobile on a business trip in the
northern part of the state.
amined today. Chairman Hilles was
Harry Haskell returned today from
THE
SAYS
ARCHIED
summoned to tell what he knew about
Santa
been
where
Fe
has
he
Lamy
the
railroad-tick- et
campaign expens
agent for several
weeks. "'Mr. Haskell expects to resume
RECEIPT WAS BURNED es of President Taft, whose secretary
he was, and to explain published rehlS duties as" tlc'Set agent here at Tas
ports; that he had accused the Roose,
Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Gosch are ex- RECORD OF STANDARD OIL CON- velt forces of having a campaign fund
of 13,000,000 or mora
TRIBUTION OF $100,000
pected" to arrive in Las Vegas this
Li. C. Laylln of Columbus, Ohio, asWAS LOST
:
evening on train No. 9. While in Las
sistant
secretary of the interior, manwill
Gosch
Mrs.
the
be
ahd
Vegas Mri
in
guests of "Dr.' and Mrs. F. R. Lord at
Washington, Oct. 10. John D. ager of the Taft primary campaign
the Hoaking' residence on Washington Archbold, president of the Standard Ohio, the first witness to testify today,
Oil company, testified to the Clapp said he had filed a statement in Ohio
avenue.
0
Norman- Lewis will leave tonight on committee today that a recepit the showing total Taft expenses of
state
In
or
the
$75,000
primaries.
2
for Pittsburg, Pa., where late Cornelius N. Bliss gave him for
train No.
he goe to ..take a position with the the company's flOO.OOO contribution Charles P. Taft, Charles D. Hilles,
Westinghouse Electric Co. Mr. Lewis to the Roosevelt campaign fund of and Hulbert Taft, a nephew of Charles
expectfe'tb take up the'tudy of elec 1904 had been destroyed just before P. Taft, were named by Mr. Laylin as
contributing most of the funds. The
trical apparatus and electrical work in the death of H. H. Rogers.
to
of
a
money came to him, he said, through
was
not
pleasure
"It
thing
general.
Arthur I. Vorys.
L. M. Kuril, general superintend look at," said Archbold.
A. H. Plant, comptroller of th?
ent of the western grand division of John D. Archbold ot the Standard
the Santa Fe'railroad, accompanied by Oil company, testified again today be- Southern railway, said he knew of nt
a party, passed through Las Vegas fore the Clapp committee Investigating contribution to the
this afternoon on Santa Fe private car campaign funds. His examination re- campaigns this year and did not turn
No. 8, en route from La Junta, Colo., lated to the "Archbold letters" be- over any funds to Congressman Unto El Paso, Texas.
tween himself and former Senators derwood's managers before or during
Miss Minnie Thompson, cashier of Forker, Quay, and Hanna and former the Baltimore convention. , Senator
the White Kitchen, will leave tonight Representatives Grosvernor and Sib- Dixon had testified it was common reon train No. 2 for Chicago where she ley. Certificates of deposit sent to port that Mr. Plant had handled funds
will visit her mother, Mrs. Marlon A. Mr. Foraker, he said, "were for pay- for the Underwood campaign.
John D. Archbold followed Mr. Plant
Thompson. Miss Thompson expects to ment of legal services to the Stand
remain In Chicago for several weeks ard Oil company in Ohio, that, and. on the stand. Mr. Archbold had testified before the committee in August.
and then return to the west.
nothing more."
Ben sirickfaden returned today
Some of the letters said to have Chairman Clapp took up the examinafrom a two weeks' business trip in been written to him by the men nam- tion of the Standard Oil man as to
which time he has covered a large ed, Mr. Archbold could not remem- the socalled Archbold letters, recently
amount of his territory in Colorado, ber having received, but was not
published. He .first called attention to
Oklahoma and- - ' New Mexico. At,
to say he had not. Ot his own a letter to Senator J. B. Foraker, dat..;
Strlckfadefl Wa "blockman" forvthe letters, his most frequent answer was ed March 26, 1900, reading:
"In accordance with our under
International Harvester company.
"1 have no doubt 1 wrote it."
John W. Harris and his son, Jonn
Mr. Archbold did not deny the au- standing, I beg to enclose you certificate of deposit for $15,000 and ask
W. Harris, Jj, arrived this morning thorship of any.
from Kansas City. John W. Harris
Charles D. Hllles, chairman of the for receipt In reply."
"I have no doubt I wrote the letter,"
is president of the Peoples' Trust and republican national committee, was
and his son will occu- the other principal witness to be ex- - said Mr. Archbold. "The payment
bank
Savings
-- solved once
was made for the services of Senator
a position- - in the new bank, which
for all bv Calumet. py
Vw'
in a few
for
business
Foraker as counsel in our Ohio afto
is
be
opened
has
of
kitchens
For dailv nse in millions
'
fairs; that and that only."
in
,
days.
proved that Calumet is highest not only
Senator Clapp showed to the witquality but in leavening f outer as well un- ,' ( ; . .,
commissionof
and
board
the
county
extreme
a rproduction of another letter
to
The
in
ness
results
pure
failing
written to Senator Foraker dated April
wonderfully economical in use. Ask your ers held a brief adjourned session
'
grocer. And try Calumet next bake day. this morning.
17, 1900, refering to an enclosed certificate for $14,500.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
At theirj tegular meeting tonight
"I have no doubt I wrote it," Bald
A
of
Line
Full
World'
the Knights of Columbus will hold
Mr. Airchbold.
Food Cxpo
Chicago, Ml.
the regular election of officers. All
"What, does that relate to?"
Pari! Expos!
members of Las Vegas council No. 804
lion. Prance,
"To (the ea,me business relationMarch,
'
are urged to "be present, as well as all
said Mr. Archbold.
ship,"'
Women
For
Shoes
brothers.
visiting
Another letter of November 26,
,19()0,. enclosing ji certificate of deposit
"
The William H. Taft posters sent
;
of $10,000, i'n pursuance of our unCS.OO
out by the republican national camderstanding in our talk over the tele
paign committee were' posted today
phone," Mr. Archbold said, "was sent
WinFall
and
the
new
la all
on the new bill boards. These postas a result, of the same legal dutes
ter Styles including the latest
ers are well worth reading by every
performed by Senator Foraker."
citizen whether or not a republican,
A letter of December 11, enclosing
Models and newest Leather
for the facts set forth in the reading
a
certificate of deposit for $5,000, the
and Fabric Combinations.
matter ot the posters are pertinent
witness said was due to the "same reand to the point.
We are also sole agents
lationship, that of counsel."
Senator! Clapp produced a copy of a
the
celebrated
for
COAL CONTRACTORS GUILTY
magazine showing what purported to
be a photographic copy of a letter to
Tacoma, Wash. Oct. 10. Guilty as
MUNSING I'NDERWEAR
the late Senator M. A. Hanna, dated
charged, was the verdict of the jury
today in the cases of C. E. Houston
January 19, 1900.
and John H.Bullock, tried In the fed"I have no recollection of it, but I've
You don't save money when lou buy
CrzBferf
on
a
court
of
Don't
eral
doubt I wrote the letter," said Mr.
no
powder.
charge
conspiracy
baking
I t heap or
Calumet. It J more
to
Archbold.
defraud, the government on coal
misled.
Buy
le
POPULAR
PRICE
STORE
THE
jj
contracts in Alaska. The jury was out
The letter referred to "theratened
I economical more wholesome gives
PHONE MAIN 104
19 hours. The court ordered the devery objectionable legislation at ColI bed results. Calumet is far superior to
Agtntt lor the New Us 10c Puicras
fendants to appear November 9 for
fj
sour miilf and saua.
umbus," concerning which Mr. Archbold said he had wanted to talk to;
sentence.",'
or
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We can save you big
money on these lines if
you will allow us to con

vince you.
for S5c cotton blankets.
C5c for $1.00 cotton blankets
95c for $1.25 cotton blanket.
$1.10 for $1.50 cotton blankets,
$1.25 for $1.75 cotton blankota.
$1.65 for $2.50 cotton blankets.
$2.40 for $3.50 woolen blanky.s.
$2.75 for 4.00 woolen blank its.
5Dc
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Second half Boston: Stahl singled
to right It was a hard drive and well
played by Devore, who held the bat
ter on first base. Stahl was out at
tempting to steal on a short passed
ball.
Murray made a dazzling one- handed catch of Wagner's fy, after
first misjudging it Carrlgan went out,
Marquard to Merkle. No runs, one
hit no errors.

Hendritksoa
ran for Stahl. Hendrlckson mada
third when Fletcher took Wagner's
grounder ana threw wildly to first
Wagner stole second. Devore caught
Cady's long fly. One run, two hits,
one error.
The official scorer ruled that tha
error in the ninth Inning should h
given to Merkle, who dropped the
throw which appeared to be wild.
The box score:
New York
Devore, rf
Doyle, 2b
Snod grass, cf
Murray, If
Merkle, lb ,
Herzog, 3b
Meyers, c

AB. R.
4 0
3 0
4 0
4 1
3 0
2
4

Fletcher, ss
Marquard, p

3
1

H. PO. A. K.
2 2 0 0
0

3

1
1
0

0
5
5

111

0
0
0

1
0
0
0
3

0
0
0
1

0

18 100
1

0

3
0

2

2

0

Sixth Inning
Totals
...28 I 7 27 9 1
First half New York: "Boston fans Boston
AB. R. H. PO. A.E.
3 0 0 1 0 0
applauded Murray for. his catch "as he Hooper, rf
went to the plate. Murray put up a Yerkes, 2b
4 0 1 3 1 0
high foul which Lewis took after a Speaker, cf ...,,.....4 0
4 1 2 4 0 0
hard run. Merkle was a strike out Lewis, If
victim. Herzog was out, Wagner to Gardner, 3b
3 0 1 0 2 0
Stahl. No runs, no hits, no errors.
0 2 11 1 0
Stahl. lb
J
Second
4 0 0 1 3 0
half Bos ton
Marquard Wagner, ss
sent three curves over the plate and Carrigan, c
2 0 0 3 1 0
O'Brien went back to the bensjra vic- !Engle
1 0 0 0 0 0
tim of strikes. Doyle took Hooper's Cady, c
1 0 0 0 1 0
2 0 0 1 5 0
high fly after a hard-runinto right O'Brien, p
;ield.
Yerkes put a single over sec- MBall
1 0 0 0 0 0
ond. Speaker put up a high foul which Bedient, p
0 0 0 0 0 0
No runs, one hit, no !!!Hendrickson
0 0 0 0 0 0
Meyers took
errors.
33 1 7 27 15 6
Seven'h inning.
Totals
First .half Naw "York;' M'syenj
JEngle batted for Carrlgan in the
struck out. Fletcher; was thrown i.tit, eighth.
X.S!
Gardner to Stahl. Mav'iuar.I s eff act!!Ball batted for O'Brien in the
ive pitching was recognUed by the
eighth.
crowd, who gave him a greit hand as
!! '.Hendrlckson ran for Stahl in the
he came up. Marquard was out when ninth.
Stahl took his grounder and tossed it
The score by innings:
to O'Brien. No runs, ho hits, no er- New York
0 1001000
'
rors.
. ,
Boston
...0 0000000
Second half Boston:'
Everybody
The summary: Hits off O'Brien,
got up in the "lucky seventh" and i 6 hits and 2 runs In 26 times at bat
cheered for several minutes. Lewis , ln eight innings; off Bedient, 1 hit and
went out, Fletcher to "Merkle. Mur no runs in two times at bat in one in'
ray took Gardner's foul against the ning. Sacrifice hits Merkle, Gardfence. Stahl doubled Into the bleaf ti ner and Marquard. ' Sacrifice fly
ers. Had the ball gone, ten feet high- Herzog. Stolen bases Fietcner,
er it would have cleared the high
Wagner. Double plays Speakfence for a home run. Meyers saved er to Stahl. Left on bases New
Marquard a wild pitch !byi a great York, 6; Boston, 7. Base on balls off
catch behind the plate. Wagner sent O'Brien, 3; off Marquard, 1. First
up a high fly to Devote. "No runs, no base on errors BoBton, 1. Hit by
'
' '' '
hits, no errors.
pitcher by Bedient, Herzog. 8truclc
Plnhth knnfnri- out by Myquard, 6; by O'Brien, S.
First half New York: Devore got Time 2:16. Umpires at plata,
a hit to left over Gardners head. ans; on bases, Klem; right field, Kig-le- r;
'
Doyle filed to Lewis. Snodgrass sing
left field, O'Loughlin.
led to left, Devore being held at! second. Murray filed to Lewis. 'SnodAMERICAN AERONAUTS SAIL
grass was forced at second when WagNew York, Oct 10. The two Amerner took Merkle's grounder and threw ican teams entered In the Internationto Yerkes. No runs, two hits, no er- al balloon race for the James Gordon
rors.
r
Bennett trophy sailed today for HamSecond half Boston:
Engle went burg. They are John Watts and A. T.
to bat for Carrlgan., It was announced Atherholt who will
pilot the baloon
also that Ball would be at bat tor Kansas City II, and Captain H. E.
O'Brien. Engle filed to Murray. Ball Honeywell and Herman F. Long, who
struck out Hooper walked. It, was are to pilot the Uncle Sam. The in
the first base on balls given by Mar ternational race is scheduled to start
quard during the game., Herzog threw from Stuttgart on October 27.
out Yerkes at first base. No runs, no
'
.....
hits, no errors.
PLENTY OF BOXING.
Ninth Inning,
Chicago, Oct. 10. Tony Caponi and
First half New York: Bedient and Ray Marshall were matched here last
Cady went in as the battery for Bos- night for a 15 round fight at St. Joston, Herzog was hit by a pitched ball eph, .Mo., on October 29, and "Knockand took first. Herzog was out steal- out" Brown and Steve Ketchell were
ing second, Cady to, Yerkes. Meyers Bigned for a bout at the same number
singled past Wagner, , Speaker made of rounds at the same place on Novema brilliant running catcti, of Fletch- ber 28. The latter match will be at
er's long drive and, then doubled up 133 pounds.
No
Meyers by a line throw to Stahl'.
'
runs, one hit, no errors( '
FOREST RESERVE ENLARGED
Second half Boston: Speaker pop10, President
Washington, Oct
ped up a high fly to Fletcher. Lewis Taft has Issued a proclamation adding
scratched an Infield hit Lewis scored 380,555 acres of land to the Superior
on Gardner's double to right . Gard- national forest in Minnesota. By the
ner was out when Marquard took same act he eliminated 14,455 acres
Stahl'g grounder and threw to Herzog, from the forest as unfitted for forestry
who touched the Boston runner before purposes.
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ROSENTHAL

Opposite the Y. M. C. A.

Senator Hanna. It referred particularly to people active In supporting
a reslution for "an Investigation
committee," and asked Senator Hanna
to "do everything possible to compass
their defeat"
Mr. Archbold asked to be allowed
to explain the letter. "That was the
year of 'strike' legislation in various
state legislatures," said Mr. Archbold,
"and it was necessary for all
corporate interests to appeal to their
friends to prevent that Sort of thins.
It explains my letter to Senator Hanna."
Chairman Clapp then produced
a
to
copy of a letter from Archbold
former Jtepresenatlve G. H. Grosve-no- r
of Ohio, on October 27, 1900, enclosing $1,000.
"I think that was to aid in his cam
said Mr. Arch
paign for
bold.
Of another "printed copy," of a let

ter, purporting to have been written

by M. A. Hanna, of which there was
no photographic copy, Mr. Archbold
said he had no recollection, Mr. Arch-- '
bold said he had "no recollection of a

handwritten letter purporting to have
been written by Senator Hanna in
which he said:" "I want you people
to help our state committee liberally.
The demands on me are simply awful."
"I have been unable to find such a
letter," said Mr. Archbold. Another
purported Hanna letter was shown to
Mr. Archbold, but he called attention
to the fact that it was dated 1898.

The senate committee had authority
to ask only about letters written since
1900 and Chairman Clapp conceded the
point Mr. Archbold said that he had
no doubt that he wrote "a letter of
March 20, 1903 to Senator Hanna say
ing that "we are amazed to learn
that Smith W. Bennett is making a
canvass for attorney general of Ohio,"
and asking that Senator Hanna do
his best to prevent Bennett's election.
A photographic copy purporting to
represent a letter written to Mr,
Archbold September 27, 1904, by Gen
eral Grosvenor, was shown to the witness.
"I have a vague recollection of having reecived such a letter," he said,
"It looks like his signature."
The letter was written on the paper
of the house of representatives, but
dated at Athens, Ohio. It said:
"Our mutual friend, Sibley, has suggested that I go In person to see you.
Could you meet the emergencies as
well without my coming to see you?
I have come to you for others, but
never for myself," ,.,
,;
'.1 am yery sure he did not come,"

02
11

ue-vor- e,

,

.
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Mr, Arehbold said he' may have discussed the Ohio campaiga with former
Representative Sibley of Pennsylvania
He could not remember Standard
Oil activity in the election of a New

Jersey senator.
Chairman Clapp showed Mr. Archbold a reproduction of a three page
letter purporting to have been written by Sibley February 26, 1905, in
which he said he "had talked with
Mr. B., a democrat" who was prepared to make a fight against certain
He suggested that Mr.
legislation.
Archbold have a conference with the
"senator" and suggested that he
could arrange to have the latter go to

Revolver

"'The Remington

Cubi at the Revotvn Much.

and Pistol, Cartridges

The red ball brand ,U chosen by the majority of revolver and
pistol experts because they know that
the ignition Is prompt, uniform and sure,
the accuracy is guaranteed by records
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Vc-gas- ,

heat. Nathan Haysnrd, his friend and
partner, one day accidentally dropped
some rubber mixed with sulphur upo.
a heated stove. When he pickedit
up, It was noticed that the sulphur
was absorbed by the rubber,
yic
kept its elatslclty when afterward exposed to the hot sun. Goodyeafr, who
had three years before started in the
rubber business by getting United
States government contracts' tor rubWILL
ber mall hags, continued experiment- GOVERNMENT
OFFICER
CHOOSE RESERVATION FOU
ing with this discovery, and In 1844
received his patents on the vulcanizOKLAHOMA RED MEN.
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FOR
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INDIANS
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191.

warriors were sent to Florida and
there made to wor k, Geronimo stating
before his death that he was compelled to saw wood. The Apaches
were kept in the south until 1887 and
were finally moved to Fort Sill, Okla.,
and held as prisoners of war by the
United States government until the
last session of congress.
Geronimo died about 18 months ago,
and most of the old race of warriors
had preceded him to the grave, and
now the general government believes
the younger generation can be once
more trusted to run at large on an
open reservation.
Th failure of the Apache Indians to
assimilate the ways of civilization and
finally resulting In- - their becoming
prisoners of war, was no doubt due In
a large measure to the ascendancy
Geronimo had over the members of
his tribe, whom he kept constantly
avenging the wrongs he and his rela
tives suffered at the hands of the
Mexicans and Americans.
The word Apache, to the Indians,
means the Tirst son who was bornato
an Indian woman by rainstorm. This
son was taught by UBen, .Apache name
for God, to shoot with bow and arrow. Apaches engaged in cattle with
a dragon and at the third shot knocked off the scale protecting the serpent's heart, exposing it to fu! view
The fourth arrow pierced the drag
ons' heart and killed him.
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.TiMIoo, Kezlah!" he cried joyfully.
"My, but it's good to seo yon."
"Halloo, Nat!" Raid Keziah heartily.
"It's kind of good to boo you, too."
The rest of htm was in lwpli;g
with his boots. Ho was big and
and bearded. His face,
above the beard, was tanned to a deep
reddish brown, and the corners of his
eyes were marked with dozens of tiny
wrinkles. He was dressed in blue
cloth and wore a
soft
d

ooscpliCIinccla
Author

f

Cep'nJEri, JStc.

Ellsworth

"Youn

mam

(Continued from

Yes'orday.)

i Kub he would. W shall know
1 ran awar
and left him
Z7Z
8' Poundberry, our housekeeper. He doesn't know where I am
I
wonder he hasn't turned back to look
for me before this. We shall
probably
meet him at any moment."
Fifty yards away .the lighted win-- :
dowg of the Hammond tavern
gleamed
yellow.
Farther n, over a ragged,'
moving fringe of grass and weeds, was
a black, fiat expansethe bay.
And a!
little way out upon that expanse'
twinkled the lights of a vessel.
A
chain rattled. Voices shouting exult- Ingly came to their ears.
"Why!" exclaimed Grace in excited!
wonder, "It's the packet! She was
dua this morning, but we didn't expect!
her In till
How did Sn
find her way In the fog? I must tell
mcle."
She started to run toward the house!
The minister would have followed
with the umbrella, but she stopped

i

,

,hlm.
"No, Mr. Ellery," she urged earnestly. "No, please don't. I'm all right
now. Thank you. Good night."
A few steps farther on she turned.
I

hope Cap'n Elkanah won't know,"
,she whispered, the laugh returning to
her voice. "Good night."
Ellery stood still In the rain and
watched her. He saw her pass the
lighted windows and open a door. Into
thy yellow radiance she flashed and
disappeared. A minute more and the
bulky form of Eben Hammond, lantern
iin hand, a sou'wester on his head and
his shoulders working themselves into
an oilskin coat, burst out of the door
and hurriedly limped down toward the
shore. On the threshold, framed In
light, stood his ward, gazing after
him. And the minister gazed at her.
From the bay came the sound of
oars in rowlocks.
A boat was approaching the wharf. And suddenly
from the boat came a hail.
"Halloo! Ahoy, dad! Is that you?"

n
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10, 1912.

iiow oo you Itke jour own-- '
voyage
ers? Iiow did Zucb Foster ever get'
the packet in through yesterday'B
T

fop?"
"Voyage wub all right. Soma rugged weather on the trip out, but homeward bound we slid along like a" slush
bucket on a greased plank. Owners
are all right. Good people as ever I
sailed for. As for Zach and the packet
Ho, ho! Somebody's comin', I'm
goin' to clear put. I don't want to be

felt hat. He entered the kitchen and
tossed the hat into a comer.
"Well!" he exclaimed. "Why don't
you act surprised to see a feller? Here
I've been cruisin' from the Horn to
Barnegat and back ..gain, and you act
as if I'd just dropped in to fetch the
cup of raoiasses I borrowed yesterday.
nuows wny i send anything. You don't What do you mean by it?"
"Oh, I heard you'd made port."
deserve it. But while I live and you
"Did, hey? That's Trumet, sure
do I can't "
The minister called from the land- pop. You ain't the only one. I
sneaked off acrost lots so's to dodge
ing.
"Here is my coat," he said. "The the gang of neighbors that I knew
cuffs and lower part of the sleeves would be sailin' into our yard, the
fleet
whole
loaded
to
the
are pretty wet. By the way, the packgunwale with
et came in
They didn't ex- questions. Wanted to see you first,
pect her so soon on account of the Keziah."
Mrs. Coffin pulled forward one of
tWJ
fog. There was a passenger aboard
MUii
whom I think must be that Nathaniel the kitchen chairs. He seated himself
on it and it groaned under his
Hammond you told me of."
mi
Keziah's pen stopped.
The wet weight.
"Whew!" he whistled. "Never made
coat struck the hall floor with a soft
to stand rough weather, was it? Well,
thump. The tick of the clock sounded loud in the room. A sheet of ain't you glad?"
Keziah looked at him gravely.
rain lashed the windows.
"You know I'm glad, Nat," she said. "Ahoy There, Elkanah!" Hailed Zeba- "Did you he:ir?" called the minister.
"So? I hoped you would be, but I
dee, Cheerfully.
"I said that Nathaniel Hammond,
did want to hear you say it. Now you
Eben's
came
on
son,
Captain
the pack- come
to anchor yourself and let's put through my catechism
yet a
et. I didn't meet him, but I'm sure
have
talk. I've been countin' on it while."
a
it was he. Er Mrs. Coffin, are you'
"No, you mustn't go. I want you to
ever since we set tops'la off Surinam."
there? Do you hear me?"
The housekeeper took the other meet Mr. Ellery. You sit out on the
The housekeeper laid the pen down
wash bench by the back door till I get
chair,
beside the unfinished letter.
rid of whoever tis that's comin'.
"I
he
your
pardon,
beg
Keziah,"
"Yes," she said, "I hear you. Goodsaid. "I'm a dough head, that's a fact. Scoot!"
night."
Nat
stopping to snatch up
For minutes she sat there, leaning I hadn't forgot about Sol, but I was so his hat"scooted,"
as he ran. Keziah went Into
back in her chair and staring at the glad to be home again and to Bee dad the
dining room and admitted Captain
wall. Then she rose, went into the and Grace and the old town and you Zebedee
Mayo, who was panting from
that
flew
of
else
out
my
everything
hall, picked up the coat, and took it
the exertion of his walk.
mind.
I
Sol!
Poor
liked
him."
out into the kitchen, where she hung
"Whew!" puffed Captain Zeb, mop"He liked you, too. No wonder,
it on the clotheshorse by the cook
ping his forehead. "How be you,
what; you did to "
stove. After a while she returned to
What? You ain't all alone!
Never mind that. Poor
"Belay!
the table and took up the pen. Her,
you'd have a cabin full of
face in the lamplight looked more chap! Well, he's rid of his sufferin's Thought
gab machines by this time. Have they
at
me
last.
Tell
If
about
can
you
it,
tired and grave than ever.
without bringln' all the trouble back been and gone?"
"No, they haven't been. I
too plain."
My
'
CHAPTER V.
So she told him of her brother's land, my pie!"
She rushed into the kitchen and
sIcknesB and death, of having to give
In Which Old Friends Meet.
up the old home, and, finally, of her snatched the pastry from the oven.
When Ellery came down to breai
Her new caller followed her.
fast the rain was over, the wind had scceptance of the housekeeper's posi
"So they ain't been, hey?" he said.
tion. He listened, at first with symThat s queer."
gone down, and the morning sunshine
pathy and then with suppressed indigwas pouring ia at the dining-roowindows.
Outside the lilacs were nation.
the minister now."
"By the jumpin' Moses!" he exin bud, the bluebirds were singing,
"He is? Givin' the young feller Hal,
and there was a sniff of real spring claimed. "And Elkanah was goin' to
Columby, I cal'late. Well, now, b
in the air. The storm was at an end turn you out of house and home. The shan't.
He, he! When they told mi
and yet the young minister was con- mean, pompous old "
"Hush! hush, he's in there with Mr. how the minister passed old hop-auscious of a troublesome feeling that,
what was due him at the
Ellery."
for him, it was just beginning.
last night I riz up and hoorayed
chapel
"Who?
Elkanah?"
However, he had determined while
tell my wife shut the windows. Sh
"Yes; they're in the study."
dressing to make a clean breast of it
"So he's talkin' to the new parson, said the neighbors all thought I was
to his housekeeper a nominally clean
loony, anyhow, and I needn't prove ii
breast, that is. So, as they sat oppo- hey? BoBsin' him, too, I'll bet."
"I ain't so sure. Mr. Ellery's young, to 'em. He, he! But Elkanah ain't
site each other at the table, he began
got any funny bone. He's as solemn
his confession. The muffins scorched but he's got a mind of his own."
as a stuffed owl, and he'li
Well, I'm
Hammond
chuckled
and
Captain
in the oven and the coffeepot boiled
join' to put my oar in. I'm parish com.
over as to told his story, for Keziah slapped his knee.
"Ho, ho!" he laughed.
"I've been mittee, too, I cal'late, and I've got
was too much interested to think of
even if I wa'n't chris'.omethin' to
trifles. Interested and astounded, for, hearin' somethin' about that mind. tened Daniels.say,Here
goes!"
to
Went
the
I
underlast
chapel
s
s
night,
since
had been
.
He headed for the study, but before
Oh,
and the split in the society took stand, and he and dad had a set-toI heard about it! Wish I might have he crossed the threshold of the kitch-aplace, no Regular minister had crossed been
there."
Ellery and his visitor came out into
the threshold of a seceder's dwelling, j
"How does your father act about the dining room. Captain Elkanah's
much less attended their services and
face was flushed, and he fidgeted. The
walked home with a member of their it?"
" 'Bout the way a
minister looked determined but calm.
t
acts
stove
She knew what this
congregation.
when you spill water on it; every time
"Ahoy there, Elkanah!" hailed Zebeamazing procedure was likely to mean, he thinks of the
minister he sizzles. dee cheerfully. " 'Mornin', Mr. Ellery.
if her parson did not.
I do wish I could have been Been havin' officers'
counsel, have
"Well!" she exclaimed when the re- Ho, ho!
yon?"
there."
cital was finished. "Well!"
"What does Grace say?"
"Good morning. Captain
Mayo,"
"I I'm afraid I was too hasty," obshe doesn't say much. I said the minister. '
"Oh,
"Perserved Mr. Ellery thoughtfully.
" 'Mornin', Zebedee,"wouldn't wonder if she felt the way
grunted Elkahaps it would have been wiser not to I do, though we both
keep' quiet. I'll nah. "I have hum ha been dishave done it."
i tell
you, between ourselves and the cussing the regrettable affair of last
"Perhaps 'twould. Yes, I wouldn't !
ship's pump, that I sort of glory in night with Mr. Ellery. I have tried
wonder a mite."
hum ha! to show him that respectyoung chap's spunk."
"It will be talked about some, I sup- the"Good!
So do I. I like him."
able people of our society don't assopose. Don't you think so?"
Her friend leaned forward.
ciate with
and that for a
"At this moment one half of Trumet
he said earnestly, "there's Regular minister to go to their meetis talkin' about it and runnin' out to no"Keziah,"
sense in your slavin yourself to ings is something neither the congretell the other half. J guess I'd better death
here. I can think of a
deal gation nor the parish committee aphurry up with this breakfast. We're pleasanter berth than that. good
Pleasant-e- r proves of. No er hum ha! no!"
goin' to have callers."
for me, anyhow, and I'd do my beBt
"And I explained to Captain DanStrange to say, however, tins proph- to make it
pleasant for you. You've iels," observed the minister, "that I
not
of
early morning visitors did
ecy
to
No? went there for what seemed to me
only got
say the word and
prove true. Nine o'clock, then ten,
then all I can do is hope through good reasons, and, as they did seem to
and no visitor came to the parsonage. Well,
another voyaged"
me good at the time, I'm not ashamed
Mrs. Coffin affirmed that she did not.
"Please don't, Nat. You know."
of having gone. It was an honest misunderstand it. Where was Dtdama?
"No, I don't know."
take on my part and I may make
Where Lavlnia Pepper? Had the "Tru'
"Well, perhaps you don't. But I more."
met Daily Advertiser" suspended pubknow. I like you, Nat. I count on you
"But the society " began Elkanah.
lication?
as the straightest, truest friend I'ye
Zeb interrupted him.
At half past ten the gate slammed.
Captain
got; and I want to keep on countin'
"Don't worry about the society, Mr.
Ke.ziah peered from the window.
on you just that way. Mayn't I?"
Ellery," he said with emphasiB. "Nor
" 'Course you can, Keziah
"Humph!" she ejaculated. "Here
But"
comes Elkanah and he's got storm sig"Then don't say another word, about the parish committee, either.
Great fishhooks! the most of us are
nals set, by the looks. He's comin' please."
tickled to death over what you said to
after you, Mr. Ellery."
"Keziah, when you set your foot Eben
Hammond.
We think it's a
"Very well," was the calm reply; down you're pretty stubborn; but I've
You didn't know,
"let him come."
mighty
good
joke.
of
a
somethin'
You
refoot
got
myself.
"All right.
Say, Mr. Ellery, it's member you said so a few minutes of course, and what you did was done
innocent. He! he! he! Did you lay
none of ,my business, but I wouldn't
ago. Hi, hum! Well, speakln" of dad
say anything about your seein' Grace reminds me that I'm kind of worried him out, hey?"
"I think you'll find a good many of
home. That's none of his business, about him."
the society feel as I do, shocked and
either, or anybody else's."
"You are? Why? Isn't he well?"
The head of the parish committee
"Pretty well, but he ain't strong, and hum ha! sorry. I'm surprised they
stalked into the study and the door he gets too excited over things like haven't been here to say so."
"I expected them," remarked the
closed behind him. A rumble
of last night's foolishness.
Grace tells
voices in animated conversation suc- me that the doctor says he must be minister,
ceeded.
"So did I," chimed in Captain Zeb.
careful or he'll drop off some of these
Mrs. Coffin went out into the kitchen days. He had a shock five or six years "But I cal'late to know why they ain't
and. resumed her business of making ago, a little one, and I've been anxious been. They're all too busy crowln'
over the way Nat Hammond fetched
a dried-applpie.
about him ever since."
She was looking down below the
"You mustn't worry. How did Grace the packet home last night. You ain't
door, which opened outward and was look to you?"
heard, Keziah, have you? Nor you,
swung partly back on its hinges. From
"Like the harbor light on a stormy Mr. Ellery? Well, I must tell you.
under the door projected a boot, a night. She's a brick, that girl, and Here's where I gain a lnp on Didama
man's boot and one of ample size.
gets prettier every minute Wonder) Rogers. Seems the Deborah S. that's
Keziah's cheeks, already red from to me some of the young chaps down the packet's name, Mr. Ellery she
the heat of the stove, reddened still here don't carry her off by main! hauled out of Boston night after last
more. Her lips twitched and her eyes
one u inuae someooay a on the ebb, with a fair wind and sky
clear as a bell. But they hadn't much
sparkled.
good wife."
"Um-hm- .
"Hum!" she said. "They say you
Have have you
ever more'n got outside of Minot's 'fore the
can tell the Old Scratch by his foot- thought of her that way yourself?"
fog shut down, thicker'n gruel for a
"Keziah, that's enough of that. Are sick man. The wind held till 'long toprints, even if you can't smell the
sulphur. Anyhow, you can tell a Ham- you and dad in partnership to get me ward mornin'; then she flattened to a
mond by the size of his boots. Come spliced and out of the way? He wag! dead calm. 'Bije Perry, the mate, ho
out from behind that door this min- at me this mornin' along the samel spun the yarn to me, and he said
ute. Ain't you ashamed of yourself?" line. Don't say anything like that 'twas thick and flat as ever he see
The owner of the boot stepped forth again, even in fun. You know why."
no belter fat,,r
from behind the door and soizod her
"All right, all right. Now toll mei
'
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"Hello, Keziah!" He Cried, Joyfully.
There was an answering shout from
the wharf; a shout of joy. Then a
rattle of oars and a clamor of talk.
And Grace still stood in the doorway,
waiting.
The lantern bobbed up the slope.
As It reached the tavern gateway, the
minister saw that it was now carried
by a tall, active man, who walked with
a seaman's stride and roll. Captain
Eben was close beside him, talking excitedly.
They entered the yard.
"Grace! Grace!" screamed Captain
Eben. "Gracie, girl, look who's come!
Look!"
The tall man ran forward.
"Hi Grace!" he cried in a deep,
hearty voice. "Is that you? Ain't you
got a word for your old messmate?"
The gtrl stepped out into the rain.
"Why! why, Nat!" she cried.
The big man picked her up bodily
in his arms and carried her into the
house. Captain Eben followed and
the door closed.
John Ellery picked his way homeward through the puddles and the
pouring rain.
He found Keziah in the sitting room,
seated by the table, evidently writing
a letter. She looked tired and grave
for her.
"Well!" she exclaimed as he entered. "I guess you're soppln' now,
sartin sure. There's a light in your
room. Take off your wet things and
Hi row 'em down to me, and I'll dry
Better leave
'( m in the kitchen.
and
stand that
now
here
boots
your
umbrella in the sink. The kettle's on
the stove; you'd better have somethin'
hot ginger tea or somethin'. I told
you not to go out such a night as this.
Wi'ere in the world have you been?"
The minister Bald lie would tell her
Just
j,ll about it In the morning.
now ha thought he had better go up
and take off his wet clothes.
Keziah dipped her pen In the ink
and went on with her letter.
"I inclose ten dollars," she wrote.
send jou now. More
"( Inil I fan U.
Goodness
.Pfford,
than
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See Van Petten for Insurance.
Light - automobile lamps

at 6:10

Call

o'clock this evening.

Lucas.
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$1.00
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fllchlgan Concord Grapes, per Basket
lbs. Good Cooking Apples for

10

The Thursday Afternoon Bridge
club met this afternoon at the resi
dence of Miss Hannah Friedman.

finch'i

30 lbs. Fancy Keif er Pears fcr

4oc

-

25c

Golden Weaamg Rye. aged
Direct from distillery
At the Lobby, of courts

the wood.

to

jo.

Will close out all of my corduroy
hats for $1.50, worth $2 and $2.50 to
make room for holiday goods. Mrs.
L. P. Wright

to the White Kitchen for good
home cooking; best service and cleanliness.
Special dinner Sunday. No
extra charge. Meals 25 cents.

mn

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Lewis and family
have moved into the apartment at
1119 Douglas avenue where
they will
make their home for the coming

mm

JUSTIN;.

COALL

Improvements (that are being made
in tbe Bacharaen Brothers' store are
now well under way and it is expected
that they will be finished during the

coming week.

Theer will be a meeting tonight at
o clock of the Modern Woodmen of
America at the Woodmen hall on
Sixth street and every Modern Woodman in Las Vegas is requested to be
present
8

2 FH

GlZtZ

at Lodwig Weld's Hardware Store

dram of Ola Taylor nourbon

HIIMS

Opera Bar.

The Kelly team came out the
in the bowling contest last
at the Elks' alleys, defeating the
Lyon team by the score of 2,107 pins
to 1,922 pins. No unusal scores were
made during the evening, either high
or low, every man rolling a good,
consistent game. Dr. C. S. Losey, having the habit) of late, kept up his repu
tation of being high man for the evening, having a total of 494 pins for the
three games. Joe Ament of the Lyon
team was second high man for the
evening, with a total of 448 pins for
the three games.

3
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We pnnjhsaed several carload, of this besitlfnl dinner-warenabled the nianufootnrer to giire 9 an exolo.ive deniim
torsa purehasa
to "advertising
na
part of oftriethecost
very low price. We are charging
a
actual cost of tlte
to
asfc
and

you
pay percentage
only
expense."
ef. it is of i beautiful "Cosmos" Uesim and cannot be duplicated In
114 in any retail china store.
It U guaranteed by bota
snality for less than
.
.
and
ourselves.
ibe manufacturer
,a FioKr7 Bend ns five
There Is a coupon in every sack of LA BABES'
Wjontjons and $3.au in cash, draft, postal or express money ottier, and we will
end yoo one of these beautiful seta by freight. A'idreas coupous and re
toitiance to The China Department of the Uarabeo Flour Mills Company,
Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly..
The coupons in LAKABEE'8 Flour are also p. mi for Rogers' SUverwM
and other valuable premiums- - Ask lor descriptive circular. '

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-GooFlour that makes " Baking a
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At Its rocert sessior in
the grand lodge of the Knights of
Pythias of New Mexico elected the
Grand chancellor,
following ffleers:
W. Q. Fawcett of Roswell; grand vice
chancellor, Howell Earnest, of Clayton; grand prelate, M. McCreary, of
Magdalena; grand keeper of records
and seal, C. M. Bernhard of Las Vegas; grand warden of exchequer,
James A. Smiley, of Sooorro; grand
master-at-annJohn L. Zimmerman,
of Las Vegas; grand inner guard, R. D.
Smythe, of Lordsburg; grand outer
guard, O. A. Burtner, of Albuquerque;
garnd tribune, W. W. Risden, of

-
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Wash at
Home?

At

t2

l!cr.3 cf l2 Cast of Ever jil;ir.;j
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t

If you do would you not
enjoy escaping the hard work
"and bother? You can and
at little

ost by sending it
to us to do. We will wash it

tikkii urn

A

quicker and better than you
can, starch it just as you like
it, dry it and if you want us
to iron all the fiat pieces or
the whole washing as you
prefer. You will find our
ces within your reach.
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Steam
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As Low as $13.50
As High as $27.50

1;

You

G. W. Borrowdale,

Magdalena;

before you buy,

thlrtf

i.

ing.

During the meeting the business of
was attende 1 to and a
number of interesting papers were
pead. The association again selected
Albuquerque for the annual meeting
next year. The meeting was a suc
cessful one, being well attended and
was concluded
last evening with a
banquet at the Alvardo hotel. Yester
day the state board of embalmers held
its examinations and several appli
cants were granted licenses to prac
tice in New Mexico.

N.Y

Rochester,
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Gives maximum of

to announce that the necessary money
has been raised and stoclc ia now
worth $1.00 per share and have none
to sell.
Very respectfully,

-

heat,

uses the minimum of fuel.
AS CHEERFUL AS A IIACO

MARGARITO ROMERO,

President.
COAL BEATER

FARM PRICES DROPPING
Washington, Oct. 10. Farm prices
of the important crops declined 6.5

Holds the fire all night.

per cent between September 1 and
October 1 against a decline of 2.5 per
cent in the same period last year,
and an average decline of 3.1 during
September of the past four years.
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The Fire Side Hot Blast
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BARKEEPER HELD UP.
St. Louis, Oct. 10 Bandits who used
an automobile, waylaid Thomas J.
O'Meara, a saloon keeper, today and
0
took from him a grip containing
in cash. They held off a crowd
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LOCAL AGENTS'
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SUFECTY
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CZESTEAD" FLCL'.l

Trade demands this flour (o such extent that local competitors unable to sell their own brands resort to devious
methods of obtaining supply of "Old Homestead."

DISCOVERY
I

WORTH WHILE

Order "Old

Honcsd"

from your grocer or merdjaEf.

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
i

i

C.D.OOUCHtn
.- -.

51. m
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Its Exclusive Distributers for Las Vegas and Albuquerque

3
Je fXcrson Ray nolda President
E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Hal!ett Rsynoids CasLier
H. Erie Hoke Asm Cashier
rStephen B. Davis Vice I"resident

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF, LAS VEGAS, N.
C.riTAL, $100,000

The Coffee
Tor

Jliii Jl

Consider this point, then
buy a Fire Side Hot Blast.

NOTICE.
A few days ago I offered a small
block of Romero Mining Co. stock for
sale at 90 cents per share. I now wish

WOMAN TAKES OFFICE.
Los Angeles, Cal., 06t. 10. Mrs.
David Chambers McCann of this city
took the oath or office today as a
member of the civil service commis
sion of Los Angeles and became the
first woman in the United States to
occupy such a position.

Vegas, Dr. H. D, Nichols of Tucum-carand Dr. J. M. Rudolph of Santa
Rosa. This board declared the woman
undoubtedly is mentaly unbalanced.
Aftfer a hearing before Judge Leahy
and a jury the woman, who was in
dieted for murder, was committed to

pa;:org

1111

Which Costs

Price in lib. Cans

Olfl

"

Hill J;

t

the association

Vacuum
Process for the
Treatment of Coffee, mechanically-puand cleansing the
rifying
coffe bean, rendering powerless
the properties considering bane-g ful to persons of extreme ner
L. H. Lindquist, "convicted
f
li
xoub temperament, producing
a railway section; house,
one year to 18 months in the staiu
sleeplessness, nervous chills and
penitentiary.
tremblings, headaches, Irritab- Earl Denton, a minor, convicted of
indigestion, etc.
released
larceny from a dwelling,
Treated Coffee has
upon bond and sentence to reform Illlty,
proven
by rigid tests. You
school suspended.
In the case of Mrs. Delia Carley, I can drink It without the return
of the usual 111 effects.
who shot and killed F. K. Bresnahan
at Ricardothe woman was committed to the New Mexico Hospital, for
the Insane at Las Vegas. The woman I
was examined by a board of experts
consisting of Dr. H. M. Smith of Las

the asylum,

of

EST Clothing Store in the
City. Two Overcoats here
to any other stores one.
You lose if you don't see us

1

'
the state penitentiary.
Gabriel Romero, convicted of
two to four years in the Btate
penitentiary.
Gabriel Chavez, convicted of lar
ceny from a dwelling, one to two
years in the state penitentiary.
Earl Warnock,"! larceny from a
dwelling, one year to 18 months in the
'
state penitentiary.

Are

Values

THAT HIGH ORDER that
have made THIS the GREAT

vice pre3identt J. W. Peak, El Pas
Texas; secretary, R. M. Thorn?, Crals- bad; treasurer, J. A. Mahoaey, Dom-

.

get REAL Overcoat

Values here.

i,

Laundry
Photic Main 61

J

1
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of pursuers with revolvers and

14-1-

Trvla

JGU
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$3,-00-

SESSION IN SANTA ROSE TRANSACTED A LARGE AMOUNT
that special rates for the Mountain
OF BUSINESS.
and Plain festival to be held in Denver' October 6 will be granted in
The term of the district court for
Colorado. Tickets will go- on sale to- Guadalupe county, which ended Tuesmorrow and the return limit will oe day at Santa Rosa after being in sesOctober 21. It will be possible for any sion for nearly three weeks, was a
person desiring, to go to Denver from most successful one. The docket was
Las Vegas to attend the festivities to cleared of practically all criminal
purchase a round trip ticket from business and considerable civil busiLas Vegas to Trinidad at the rate of ness was transacted. District Attor
$3.45 for the trio and then purchase ney Charles W. G. Ward and his asa round trip ticket from Trinidad sistant, Charles Hedgcock, both of thiB
to Denver at the rate of $7.20, making city, did excellent work, securing a
the total cost of the round trip tic- large proportion of convictions.
ket from Las Vegas to Denver, $16.65,
The sentences given by Judge Davwhich is only five cents more than the id J. Leahy were as follows:
Jack D. Moore, convicted of volunregular summer excursion rate.
tary manslaughter, four to 10 years in

ALL OIQOE5FiS
SacklYouH Like it.
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The Peoples' Bank and Trust com
pany today started moving into its
offices, which were recently vacated
by the Investment and Agency corpo
At the Elks' home this evening the
ration. Formal announcement of the
"Amateurs" will put on a three-ac- t
opening of the new bank will be made
farce which is sure to be a source
in a few days.
of great amusement to all those who
attend. The farce will start at 8:30
The Women's Home Missionary
o'clock and during the action of the
of t,he Methodist church will give
piece those in the cast will attempt to
a towel Bhower at the home of Mrs. make as many pins as possible by roll
B. J. Reed, 903 Third street, Friday
lng the bowling balls down the center
afternoon at 2:30 for the benefit of of the bowling alleys. No member of
the Navajo mission at Farmington, N, either team will be allowed to roll
M. All ladies who are interested are
over 100 and B. W. Kelly, who wUl
cordially invited and asked to bring referee the contest, states that aky
thimble and needle.
score over 100 will not be allowed in
All Elks
thei totals for the evening.
Travel over the Santa Fe railroad and their .ladies are cordially invited
continues to be exceptionally heavy, to the contest this evening to give the
owing to the colonists' Tates to the "Amateurs" their hearty support.
coast from eastern points. Train No.
1 of today was run in four sections,
coming in from 2:20 o'clock to 5:10
o'clock this afternoon. Train No. .7 SUCCESSFUL
TERM OF
was run in two sections and train No.
9 also will be run in two sections,
THE DISTRICT COURT
both train No. 7 and train No, 9 being

tci:gM:z

AT ANY FRIGE

The following officers for the year
3
were elected at the seventh
annual meeting of the New Mexico
uneral Directors' and Embalmers' association held in Albuquerque this
week president, Thomas A. Johnsen,
Las Vegas; first vice president, Clark
Dilley, Roswell; second vice president,

The Santa Fe railroad announces

"
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LOCAL MAN HONORED BY NEW
MEXICO UNDERTAKERS'
ASSOCIATION.

on time.

SEE! This fine Dinner
Szt for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS flour 11 .

this
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Have the Factory Man Show You the Majestic Whether
You Wish to Bay or Not.

Try

In

10, 1312.
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The Round Dozen met this after
noon at the residence of Mrs. W. J.

25 lbs. Fancy Russet Pears for

OCTOBER

GET 'A SET OF ,,
Pp1
MAJESTIC WARE 111 IT
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